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Mailing a letter will soon cost 39 cents
NEW STAMPS

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
For the first time in three years.
the cost of mailing a first-class letter
next door or across America will rise
Sunday. With that in mind, the sale of
new 2-cent stamps issued to accompany existing 37-cent stamps are selling briskly.
Murray Postmaster Jennifer Doom
said Friday morning that the new
stamps, which feature a turquoise
Navaho Indian necklace, are going
fast, but that there are plenty available.
"We've stocked plenty so nobody
has to panic," Doom said. "We also
have some of the new 39-cent
stamps, but they were published nondenominated (with no price posted)
because we didn't know at the time
how much the increase would be.
They'll go on sale next week."
Elsewhere,
New
Concord
Postmaster Ronn Hubbard Jr. said
there has been a lot of demand for the
2-cent stamp during the past few
days.
"Our busiest day was Tuesday. Of
course, that's the day after the holiday," he said. "I ordered 1,000 2-cent
stamps because I thought that would

do it, but we've sold them all. I just
got another 2.000 in."
The price hike is the first since
June 2002. The increase is needed to
fulfill the requirements of a law that
U.S. Congress passed in 2003,
according to a release from postal
officials to postmasters intended to
help them answer some of the most
commonly asked questions about the
change.
The law requires the Postal
Service to fund an escrow account in
the amount of $3.1 billion. Congress
will later determine the use of the
funds, according to the release.
"The increase this year is not cost
related," Doom said. "We have done
everything that we can to cut costs
right and left, and we wouldn't have
to raise rates again but for that purpose."
However, another rate boost is
possible next year to cover rising
costs for the agency. according to an
Associated Press story Friday.
Meanwhile, sales on the new 2cent stamp have been brisk to lukewarm at other post offices across the

111 See Page 2A
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Murray postal clerks Jennifer Burnett, left, and Claude Rice, right, assist customers purchasing new 2-cent stamps to cover the price increase to 39 cents on first-class mail
starting Sunday. Several new sets of 39-cent stamps will be available next week

Ex-Alabama drummer recalls music highlights
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Rick Scott. a former drummer
with the country super group
Alabama, has signed on to serve
as the creative director of the
new I!,
created
Songwriter
Development Center in Murray.
As a writer, Scott, who has
more than 18 million units in
sales as a songwriter. has
numerous work to his credit
including the massive number
one song "Why Lady Why"
which
was included
on
Alabama's first album release
"My Home's In Alabama" in
1980.
That album is a Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA)Certified Platinum project and Alabama went on to be
named the RIAA Country Group
of the 20th Century.
Scott. 47. originally from
Covington. said he started play
ing drums when he was very
young, but did not play in a high
school band.
"I stated playing drums at
around four or five years of age.
I knew early on it was strictly
music for me. But it was mainly
just my listening and learning all
the time — taking my first professional job at 14," he said.
At just the age of 16, he wrote
a song titled "Just Along For
The Ride" which was recorded
by Ed Bruce, the first artist to
record one of his original pieces.
"Growing up I was the kid on
the floor watching and listening," he commented, noting that
his father. uncles .and brothers
were all musicians. "Dad's family included eight boys and they
were all musicians."
In 1957, one of Scott's uncles,
Walter Scott, penned the country
hit "Burning Bridges" — a song
that was later recorded by such
artists as Jack Scott, Glen
Campbell. Roger Miller, George
Jones and Ray Price.
He said his family soon thereafter moved to southern Ohio
when his father found work outside of Kentucky.
Scott recalled that it was
around this same time that his
older brother. Arliss Scott. now
in
deceased, was living
Nashville and working at the
Grand Ole Opry every weekend.
"He played with Billy Walker

Own

Center to be
'catalyst'for
songwriters
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Lou Jaecuag, at the new
....
Songwriter
Development
Center will be Monday from n
p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Callow ay
Count) Public Library Annex al
710 Main St. in Murra
Professional musician R
Scott is the Creative Director of
the center and Janet Miller will
serve as the co-director. That
meeting will he an "open house'
for wnters to become acquainted with the opportunities asail-

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Rick Scott, former drummer with the country band Alabama and a writer on
the group's number one hit song "Why Lady Why," relaxes at his home in
Murray. He will serve as the creative director of the newly created Songwriter
Development Center. He also teaches a songwriting class at Murray State
University.

There was country, gospel, rock
— everyone was wearing a different hat. It
was a great experience. I was very fortunate to have played
with them.

I
— Rick Scott
Newer drummer for Alabama
and toured continually. He
encouraged me to come to
Nashville. and so I did. It was
the early 1970s when I first hit
town."
Scott made a quick impression
on Music City finding work
with his older brother and at
several studios as a staff drummer/writer. It was during that
time that he was introduced to a
group of young musicians call-

mg themselves Wildcounu).
. and performing at crafted their skills as ‘A niers and
which would later change its The Bowery. he began working performers. "That's when RCA
name to Alabama.
on a melody he had in his head. got involved and the albums
"I was at LSI Studio in 1974 "It was so simple." he said. "Just started coming out.
working as a staff drummer and the way I had been taught.
He explained his passion for
"We were working this club in his
had taken a weekend off to go
saying.
by
craft
home and visit family in Ohio. I 'town and I was at the apartment "Songwriting is what I love.
had just gotten home when I got with a $50 guitar that wouldn't Songwriters are my love. Ifs so
a telephone call from the studio even tune ... but I kept working personal to write a song. A part
about this group who was look- this particular line and Teddy of you always comes out in the
ing for a drummer and they (Gentry came to the apartment lyrics. People need to realize
and we started working on this that music is theirs to enjoy. It's
wanted me to come back right.
"Needless to say. I didn't want tune together.
a feeling. It's not rocket science.
"...We were the hottest band Writers need Co know that it's
to turn right back around and
leave Ohio. but I did." he on the strip at that time. We were OK for them to spend a couple
remembered. "That's when I rocking," he said, thinking about of hours for themsels es wnting.
went to work as a drummer, the circumstances surrounding if that's what they want to do."
In 1979. Scott left the group
writer and vocalist with the how "Why Lady Why" was
group."
written. "Looking back. it was a and for the next few years
Scott recalled how each of the pure gift. I was just trying Co worked with Earl Thomas
band members brought a unique write songs and have fun. I was- Conley and David .allan Coe.
style of musical influence to the n't looking for something big Co traveling and splitting stage with
numerous super stars. including
table. "There was country., happen."
gospel, rock — everyone was
During those early years the Hank Williams Jr. on his "Man
wearing a different hat. It was a hand performed throughout the of Steel" tour.
"There are so many road stogreat experience. I was very for- southeast becoming an extremetunate to have played with ly popular regional hand, chalk- ries." he recalled, as a smile
them."
ing up as many as MX)shows per came over hi. face.
One especially hot, summer year. Scott teamed with the othday, while living in Myrtle ers writing songs, as they each II See Page 2A

the non-profit center's
orkshops are scheduled lot
each Monday evening of the
month. Designed to assist local
writers with the ins-and-outs of
the music business from the
writers' perspective, the center
is the brainchild of Scott and
Miller.
"It just developed out of a
desire to continue writing And
learning after the completion of
Rick's class at MSU." Miller
said. "We decided writing is
something too wonderful to stop
doing after the class. We decided this has got to continue in
order for aria wnters to wort on
their talents and skills."
Miller. who handles public
relations for the centei. said it
was the goal of those invoked
to someday have their own
building. "We haw inquired
about. and are actively seeking.
grants that will help us with our
project ••
As tor now,there are no costs
or tees associated with attending.
"We hope to someday have a
place similar to the Bluebird
Cafe in Nash% ille where writers
and artists can showcase their
talents This will give artists an
oppormnit to present their
music in front of the public "
tiller said the center wouhf
he open Co writers of any age. at

•See Page 2A
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•Mail.
From Front
Hazel Postmaster
county.
Sheri York said she experienced about the same demand
during the first of the week.
"Oh, yes," she said. "Of
course any time you have
rate increase or anything like
that everybody comes in."
Demand for the new stamp
was lighter at the Dexter Post
Office, where Postmaster
Roger Kaler said sales have
been about normal.
"Most of the people that
come in here to buy stamps
usually only buy two or three
at a time," he said. "I think that
is kind of unusual for this post
office."
He has also heard a few
complaints.
"I've heard a few, but not
many," he said. "Mailing a letter for only 39 cents is still a
bargain."
New 39-cent stamps will go
on sale Wednesday Jan. II or
possibly earlier, according to
local postmasters. The new
selection will include the standard American flag and Statue
of Liberty designs. Other
designs include famous characters from children's books, a
new Olympics 2006 commemoration featuring a skier and
additional Native American
pictures.
Other postal rates in effect
Sunday include:
•Post cards: 24 cents
•Stamped cards: 26 cents
•Priority Mail up to 16
ounces and flat rate envelope:
$4.05; flat rate box: $8.10
•Express Mail up to 8
ounces and flat rate envelope:
$14.40: more than 8 ounces
and up to 2 pounds: $18.80
II Insurance up to $50:
$1.35; $50.01 to $100: $2.30;
$100.01 to $5,000: $2.30 plus
$1.05 per each $100.
III Certified mail: $2.40
(10-cent increase)
SI Delivery confirmation:
60 cents (5-cent increase)
For more information about
postal rates, contact the U.S.
Postal Service at 1-800-275at
online
or
8777
www.usps.com.

Fletcher proposes allowing
workers to opt out of unions
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, making
what his office labeled a major
policy announcement, called
Friday for legislation giving
workers in Kentucky businesses
the right to opt out of union representation.
The issue
promises to
be a sticking
point
between the
Republicancontrolled
Senate and

Forecast

10P11
Fletcher

Democraticcontrolled
House.
Fletcher, a Republican, said
he plans to mount a statewide
campaign to push legislation to
make Kentucky a so-called
"right to work" state. He said
requiring workers to join unions
has made it difficult for
Kentucky to attract new businesses and to keep existing
ones.
"We'll allow the House to
make their stand and decide if
they want to do this," Fletcher
said. "Clearly, we want to
encourage them to look at the
benefit of it."
Jody
Speaker
House
Richards and other Democratic
steadfastly
have
leaders
opposed such legislation in the
past.
"There are so many issues
that are so much more important to working families in
Kentucky than that," Richards
said Friday. "We're going to
stay with our agenda. We're
going to keep our eyes on the
prize, and that's helping
Kentucky families. And that's
what's important. Not some of
these other social issues."
Unionized workers and their
representatives came to the
Capitol from as far away as
Ashland to voice their opposition to Fletcher's announce-

ment. The Fletcher proposal
would prevent workers from
having to join or pay fees to any
labor organization as a condition of taking or keeping a job.
Bill Londrigan, president of
the Kentucky State AFL-CIO,
said Republicans have proposed
such legislation several times in
the past and that it has been
defeated each time. Londrigan
said the proposal stands no
chance of passing this year,
either.
"Gov. Fletcher has once
again chosen to champion an
issue which only damages the
of
interests
economic
Kentucky's working men and
women," he said.
Supporters of right-to-work
laws argue that workers should
have the choice of whether to be
a union member. Unions say
allowing workers to get the benefits of representation without
actually joining weakens their
bargaining power.
David Adkisson, president of
the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, said his organization has made passage of the
legislation one of its top priorities for the current legislative
session.
Fletcher said Kentucky is
unable to compete with other
Southem states like Georgia,
North Carolina, South Carolina
and Tennessee that have such
laws.
"We cannot any longer stand
and let these other states outpace us," Fletcher said.
Democratic Party Chairman
Jerry Lundergan criticized
Fletcher's plan, saying it would
result in lower wages for
Kentucky workers and possibly
unsafe workplaces.
"In view of the recent
tragedy in a West Virginia coal
mine, we can only imagine
what the coalfields would be
like if the workers union — the
UMWA — had not fought for
safety standards and livable
wages." he said.

own Crier
NOTICE
•The Housing Authority of
of
Boa rd
Murray
Commissioners will meet at
noon Tuesday in the conference room of the main office
of the Authority located at 716
Nash Drive.
•A meeting of the Murray
of
Board
Independent
Education scheduled for 7
p.m. on Thursday at the Carter
Administration Building has
been delayed until 7 p.m. on
Jan. 19. A public forum has
been scheduled prior to the
meeting at 6 p.m. regarding
the district's Nutrition and
Physical Activity Report Card
2006.
• A meeting of the
Calloway County eCommunity
Leadership Team is scheduled
for 9 a m. Jan. 19 in the Ohio
Room on the third floor of
Murray State University's
Curris Center. On the agenda
is progress report, plans for
further action, management of
priority projects and analysis
of the latest broadband usage
survey of Calloway County.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

A power outage will occur Tuesday in order to
activate improvements in line feeds out of West
:Kentucky Rural Electric Co-op Corporation's
'Stella substation.
The areas affected include Airport Road; Poor
Farm Road; Graham Road to Ky. 121: Dr. Wallis

President Bush
plans to speak
in Louisville
President Bush is planning a tnp to Kentucky next
week where he'll take part
in a discussion on the war
against terrorism, the
White House announced
Fnday.
Exact details of Bush's
visit to the Bluegrass State
were uncertain. But White
House spokesman Ken
Lisaius said the president
was planning a visit in
Louisville on Wednesday
to "participate in a discussion on the global war on
terror.
visited
last
Bush
Kentucky in June.The last
time Bush was in Louisville
was in March.
Jodi Whitaker, a spokeswoman for Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, said he was looking forward to the president's visit. Fletcher has no
appearances listed on his
for
schedule
public
Wednesday.
"We're honored that
President Bush chose
Kentucky as a place to visit
to discuss the most pressing issue facing our nation
— keeping our borders
Whitaker said.
safe,"
"Fighting and winning the
war on terror is critical and
we're fortunate to have a
president like George W.
Bush leading our nation
during these times."
more
said
Lisaius
details of Bush's visit would
be released later.

Sr. will be Sunday at
A memorial service for Perry Jack Probus
Home. Dr. Art Heinz
Funeral
Churchill
J.H.
of
chapel
the
in
1 p.m.
will officiate.
noon to I p.m.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from

Sunday.
died Thursday, Jan. 5,
Mr. Probus Sr., 53, Megan Drive, Murray,
an extended illness.
followed
death
His
home.
his
at
2006, at 9 am.
before moving to
He worked at Budget Car Rental in Louisville
Murray.
Church,
Harbor
Hope
attended
He
Murray.
of the late Carl
Born April I, 1952, in Louisville, he was the son
him in death
Probus and Hallie Jennings Michelson. Also preceding
Probus.
(Bobby)
Robert
were a half brother,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Probus, to whom he was
married June 21, 1975 in Louisville; one daughter, Mrs. Rebecca
sons, Perry Jack
McCuiston and husband, Monty, Murray; three
John William
and
Lon,
wife,
and
Probus
Michael
Daniel
Jr.,
Probus
Michelson,
brother-inShelia
Ms.
sister,
Jennings Probus Sr., half
law, Frank W. Bickett, and childhood friend, Allen Moore, all of
Louisville; three grandchildren, Destiny Marie Berg and Morgan
McCuiston, both of Murray, and John Probus Jr., Louisville.

— The Associated Press

Road; and a small section of Ky. 121 from
Airport Road to Graham Road, according to a
WKRECC release.
The outage will start at I p.m. Tuesday and
last about 3 1/2 hours. The outage will be
rescheduled if there is inclirnate weather.

II Songwriters ...
From Front
any level, from novice to
advanced. "We're going to do
this." Miller commented with
enthusiasm. "We're going to
help.songwriters who may feel
they're just not ready, or don't
know exactly what to do to get
started."
Although Scott's professional background has been in country music, the weekly sessions
are not limited to one genre of
music. "We want to see residents attend who write all kinds
of music — whether it's country, bluegrass, folk, gospel, rock
or blues," Miller added.
Miller said the Monday night
meetings will have a workshop
atmosphere with writers periodically breaking up into smaller
groups to work on their writing
skills. "It's good to match up
writers with others who have the
same likes and styles."
She said participants at the
Monday night sessions are welcome to bring a guitar or other
instrument, but, she stressed, the
program is also for lyricists who
don't necessarily play an instru-

ment.
As the writers progress with
their songs Scott will be available for consultations (at a nominal fee) to critique their work.
offering insights into areas of
success or tips for improvements.
"Hopefully, as good tunes
come along the writers will consider cutting demos and having
those songs pitched to Nashville
music representatives," Miller
added.
Also planned are regular visits from songwriters, publishers
and artists who are already in
the music business. This will
allow our writers to sit down
with these people and ask questions, organizers said.
Those attending will learn
more about the basic key elements of good songwriting, as
described by Scott, as, simplicity. style, melody, rhythm and
timing. Participants will also be
introduced to common sense
approaches to the business end
of music as "a song has to stand
on its own" and "you've got to
have a product."
The only prerequisite to
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attending the center is participating in Scott's MSU class.
As a drummer Scott played
on several number one records
including many gold and platinum CDs. Today, he is a fulltime writer, producer and owner
of a publishing/production company. He spent four years traveling on the road and recording in
the studio with famed country
group Alabama, two years on
the road with Earl Thomas
Conley and one year on the road
with David Allan Coe.
He has 20 years of studio
experience with RCA, Warner
Bros.. CBS and various independent studio projects and
record companies. Scott has also
been a staff drummer for the
House of Cash Publishing
Drake
Pete
Company,
Publishing Company, Warner
Bros. and LSI Studio, Inc. He
has performed at numerous coliseums, clubs, on television and
radio dates.
When she is not writing
Miller is the activities director at
the Jackson Purchase Medical
Center in Mayfield."We believe
that area songwriters will be
inspired by being around other
songwriters," she said.
For more information call
753-1171 or contact the center
through its Web site at songwriterdevelopmentcenter.com.
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Singer Lou Rawls
dies of cancer at 72
LOS ANGELES (AP) — such as the Teenage Kings of
Lou Rawls, the velvet-voiced Harmony.
When he moved to Los
singer and longtime community
in the 1950s, Rawls
Angeles
choir
a
as
started
activist who
boy and went on to record such was recruited for the Chosen
classic tunes as "You'll Never Gospel Singers, then moved on
Find Another Love Like Mine," to The Pilgrim Travelers. He
died Friday of cancer. He was enlisted in 1955 as a paratrooper in the Army's 82nd Airborne
72.
Rawls died at Cedars-Sinai Division. Sgt. Rawls rejoined
Medical Center, where he was The Pilgrim Travelers three
hospitalized last month for treat- years later.
While touring with the
ment of lung and brain cancer,
said his publicist, Paul Shefrin. group. Rawls and Cooke were in
His wife, Nina, was at his bed- a car crash that nearly ended
Rawls' life. Cooke was slightly
side when he died.
Rawls' trademark was his hurt, but another passenger was
smooth, four-octave voice — killed and Rawls was declared
the "silkiest chops in the singing dead on the way to the hospital,
game,'.' Frank Sinatra once said. according to Shefrin.
Rawls was in a coma for 5
Rawls' used it in a wide variety
of genres. including commer- 1/2 days and suffered memory
cials. For millions of television loss, but was completely recovviewers and radio listeners, ered a year later.
Rawls performed with Dick
Rawls was the familiar voice
that said, "When you've said Clark at the Hollywood Bowl in
1959. Late that year, Rawls was
Budweiser, you've said it all."
"He was one of the few singing for $10 a night plus
singers that you knew without pizza at Pandora's Box in Los
hearing more than a few notes. Angeles when he was spotted by
that it was him," Burt Bacharach Capitol Records producer Nick
Venet, who invited him to auditold The Associated Press.
A longtime community tion. He was signed by the label
activist, Rawls played a major soon after.
"Stormy
role in the 1980s United Negro
album
The
College Fund telethons that Monday," recorded in 1962 with
raised more than $200 million. the Les McCann Trio, was the
In the '60s he often visited first of Rawls' 52 albums. That
schools, playgrounds and com- same year. he collaborated on
munity centers.
Cooke's hit "Bring It On Home
"What I really loved about to Me."
Lou was how his voice was so
In 1966, Rawls' "Love Is a
unique," said Kenny Gamble, Hurtin'Thing" topped the charts
who with his partner Leon Huff and earned Rawls his first two
wrote "You'll Never Find," Grammy nominations, and he
released in 1976.
opened for The Beatles in
"The other thing was that he Cincinnati.
had a sense of community,"
During that period, Rawls
AP.
The
told
Gamble
began delivering hip mono"Thousands and thousands of logues about life and love on the
young kids benefited from his songs "World of Trouble" and
celebrity."
"Tobacco Road," each more
Aretha Franklin said in a
than seven minutes long. Some
statement that Rawls was a
called them "pre-rap."
...
stylist
"memorable musical
Rawls was diagnosed with
who made a serious impact in
lung cancer in December 2004
black
historically
of
the interest
and brain cancer in May 2005.
colleges and black folks."
told Shefrin he quit
Rawls was raised on the Rawls
35 to 40 years ago.
smoking
South Side of Chicago by his
Along with his wife, Rawls is
grandmother, who shared her
love of gospel with him. Rawls survived by four children:
also was influenced by doo-wop Louanna Rawls, Lou Rawls Jr.,
and harmonized with his high Kendra Smith and Aiden Rawls.
Funeral arrangements were
school classmate Sam Cooke.
.Shefrin said.
incomplete,
groups
joined
The two friends

•Drummer
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From Front
As an accomplished musician
and songwriter it was another
facet of the business that soon
caught Scott's eye, he said.
"I really grew into the publishing end of things, getting
songs cut here and there along
the way," he said. "I spent quite
some time as a staff drummer
and writer at places like Johnny
of Cash
House
Cash's
Drake
Pete
Publishing,
Publishing and Warner Bros.
Publishing — learning all along
about artist development and
songwriter development."
He said that is the part of the
music business that he enjoys
the most. now. "I've been doing
this for 10 years and it's what I
really want to do.
"That's one reason why I am
getting involved with the new
Development
Songwriter
Center. I have been teaching this
State
Murray
at
class
University, but I see such enthusiasm in the writers that it
makes me excited. This is really
helping me to get outside of
myself and to help others," he
pointed out.'
"Anyone can write a song. It
may not be a hit, but they can
write one. That's how the center
will be able to help. We are
going to utilize whatever talents

come through the door to develop the talents that are there."
Since 1996 Scott has owned
his own publishing-production
company called Over The Moon
Productions. Ironically, Chris
Cummings, one of the writers
Scott hired for his company
wrote a song titled "20th
Century" that was cut by
Alabama and it was nominated
for a Grammy the first year out.
"That's just really something to
me — to get a Grammy nomination as the publisher on a tune
that was recorded by Alabama,"
he said.
Scott was living in Gulf
Shores, Ala., when Hurricane
Ivan made landfall near his
town in 2004. Realizing the
need to move inland, and with
relatives living in Murray. he
decided to move to western
Kentucky.
"I knew so much of my business could be run over the
Internet that we came up here.
Again, my brother Arliss was
here and recommended the
community. I also have a sister
who works at the university and
another relative who was with
WKMS.
"It just felt like home settling
in Murray. This is such an open,
honest and clean community,"
he observed.
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BUSINESS
Web site listings offer ease

Photo prov,Oe0

Pictured are HRI employees (back, from left) Stacie Collins, Kyser Lough, William
Morris, Kent Campbell, Carlton Binkley, Keith Wolfe, Mike Rogers, Greg Brotzge,
Charles McFarland, Stephen Mizell, Brandon Kindle, (front) Gale Hawkins, Joanna
Carraway, Katherine Smith, Ashley Cook, Candice Jackson, Donna Williams, Crystal
Rogers, Teca Maxwell, Denese King, Jennifer Boyken, Lindsey Flowers, Jennifer
Stafford, Elizabeth Parker, and Echo Flood.

Hawkins eyes big 2006 year
Hawkins Research Inc., has
announced it reached "its 2005
sales goal of $1 million on Dec.
22.
Hawkins Research Inc., provides insurance claims adjusters
nationwide with an easy-to-use
property adjusting software
package called PowerClaim,
which allows adjusters to create
and email professional insurance reports quickly.
The company began in 1991

as a traditional computer business that offered a variety of
services. In 19%, HRI officially entered the property insurance adjusting software industry.
Hawkins Research Inc., is
currently a Microsoft Certified
partner, but is working to obtain
Microsoft Gold Certification,
and many of HRIs employees
are training to become individually certified by Microsoft as

This fear, HRI will begin
work on a version of
PowerClaim that will support
the metric system, as well as a
version in the Spanish language
as a move toward the international market.
Gale Hawkins, company
CEO, said in a release that she
thanks the community for being
so supportive of local businesses.

Baker part of Kopperud Realty

11

Bill Kopperud. Broker
Kopperud
has
Realty,
announced the addition of Jason
Baker to the Kopperud Realty
Sales Staff. Baker recently
received his Kentucky Real
Estate Salesman's license and is
a full-time agent. He is originally from Graves County and
graduated from Murray State
University in 2002.
"It is an honor for me to be
joining the most professional.
productive and successful real
estate agency in Murray and
Calloway County," Baker said.
"Kopperud Realty's reputation
in the area speaks for itself, and
I plan to work on the notion of

InBusiness
offering that same great service with Jason's experience, characto our buyers and sellers that has ter, and work
made this the most respected ethic
has
agency for over 30 years."
joined our
Prior to joining Kopperud Realty
Realty. Baker was marketing team," stated
director at Jackson Purchase Kopperud.
Medical Center in Mayfield. "The entire
and prior to that was employed staff joins
by Froggy 103 in Murray. He is me in wela Division I college and high coming him
school basketball official and is to
our
Baker
completing requirements for his office."
private pilot's license. He is a
Baker can be contacted at the
member of the Cuba Church of office at 7531-1222, or cell
Christ and resides in Murray.
phone 270-519-4781.
"We are pleased that a person
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This week we are concluding our discussion of LCD
Monitors. Today's article is
from http://www.anandtech.
com/displays/showdoc.aspx?i=
2289&p=2 by Anand Li
Shimpi of Anandtech. He also
writes for CPU magazine.
Contrast Ratios: Contrast
measurements
were originally supposed to
quantify
the difference
between
the lightest
light and
the darkest
dark on
ThePC
the LCD.
Doctor
For
By Lee A.
example. if
Hatcher
a black
portion of
the screen
has a brightness of 0.5 cd/m2,
and a white portion has a
brightness of 250 cd/m2, then
the monitor would have a contrast level of 500:1. Almost
immediately, this measurement
has been abused; manufacturers
can take these measurements on
angles to assure darker darks
and brighter brights.
Furthermore, other manufacturers take these measurements
in different light settings and
with different test pattern (some
take measurements with the
screen completely dark, while
others take measurements with
the screen in a checkerboard
pattern). Unfortunately, relying
on manufacturer Contrast
Ratios too heavily during a purchase will probably lead you
astray
So far, we covered only the
introductory basics in shopping
for an LCD. Footprint. features
and rotation capabilities are all
important as well, hut don't be
awed by monitors with features
that you will never use. Paying
$50 extra for MagicBright or a
TV tuner only makes sense if
you're going to use it.
For all the wisdom that we
can give you about how to spec

out a monitor correctly. all of
that is worthless if the monitor
doesn't fit your personality.
Unlike a video card or CPU,
buying a monitor is a very personal experience. People have
differences on how they angle
the monitor, the level of ambient lighting, and some just have
different design tastes than others.
If one monitor specs out better than another, but looks
hideous on your desk, it probably isn't worth buying.
Aesthetics aside, there are
some key pointers to follow
when buying an LCD. This
may just be personal preference, hut we always recommend buying an LCD from a
retail shop. Since LCDs are
such personal items - most likely the most personal computerrelated item that you can buy looking at it, touching it and
just seeing it in person is something that can't be replaced by
an online experience.
Keep in mind, when you go
to a Best Buy, Office Depot. or
Office Max. the LCD monitors
on display are out of calibration, physically dirty and probably receive a terrible signal

from some sort of modulator
that has been on for 5 years.
There are very few exceptions
where a floor model display
will look better in the store than
in an office or home.
Issues like warranty and
pixel defect rate used to plague
LCD buyers in the past, hut
quality control on most well
recognized branded monitors
today are high enough that we
rarely experience these problems anymore.
The most recent issues of
defective pixels are usually limited to a few models like the
recent debacle with Apple's cinematic displays. Almost every
retail store has policies on LCD
monitors that allow you to open
the monitor packaging and
view the monitor in the store
before you take it home, and
most retailers will replace
LCDs that have dead or stuck
subpixels, if you haven't take it
out of the store yet.
Next' week we will be discussing how we tweak windows. Please send your questions or comments about the
column to the_pcdoctor4charternet. And remember A
data backup a day helps keep
the PC Doctor away.

SO or OLDER?
Here's some good news!
State Auto's PRIME OF LIFE"-, Plan rewards qualiting polle), holders
with substantial auto and homeowners premium savings and enhanced
insurance protection. That's coyerage for fewer dollars.
Contact our agency to learn more
about this exciting program.

Your best Insurance
is a good agent

Did you know... The
Chamber of Commerce is now
listing available Chamber member retail space on its web site
at www.myinurray.cont With
photos and
brief
descriptions. this
easily
accessible
information helps
members
and
prospective busiChamber
ness ownChat
ers find
By Lisa
each other
Satterwhite
via the
Assistant
web.
Director
Murray/Calloway
County Chamber
of Commerce

Coming
Up
Around
Town

III Make A Difference Day,
Stewart Stadium,Today,9 a.m.
- I p.m.
III Bald Eagle Viewing
Excursions, Nature Station,
LBL. Today. 1 - 4 p.m., Jan. 8,
22 & 29, 1 - 4 p.m., $7 ages 13
and up, $5 ages 12 and under,
270-924-2020 for reservations.
la Diabetes SelfManagement classes. Center for
Health & Wellness, Jan. 10 &
11, Jan. 25& 26.
II Antique Tractor Show,
West KY Expo Center, Jan. 14.
le River Cruises. Kenlake
State Resort Park Marina. Jan.
14- 16.11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m..
$55 per person. www.cqriverside.com.
IN Kentucky Archery Deer
and Archery Turkey Season,
through Jan. 16,
III Murray State University.
Spring Semester begins, Jan.
17.
III Seasonal Camping
Program Process, LBL, applications due by Jan. 20 for sites in
Hillman Ferry. Piney and
Wrangler's Campground and
Jan. 28 for sites in Rushing
Creek. Cravens Bay, Taylor
Bay and Redd Hollow
Campgrounds. Contact 270924-2044 or www.lblorg for
more information.
IN West KY Boat & Outdoor
Show, RSEC, Jan. 20 - 22,
wwwwestkyboatshowcom or
270-492-6477 for more information.
•AQUA Horse Show. West
Ky Expo Center, Jan. 21 - 22.
IR Murray Trade Day. MCC
Park, Jan. 23. 7 a.m. - noon.
IN Truck Pull. West Ky Expo
Center. Jan. 27 - 28.
111 Diabetes SelfManagement Shopping Smart
class, Center for Health &
Wellness, Jan. 27.9 a.m. - II
a.m., pre-register at 762-1806..
III Kentucky Squirrel.
Rabbit. Quail. Otter. Bobcat
and Crow hunting seasons.
through Jan. 31.

TAB BROckmAnicriamber pootc
Terry Mullenax, representing Metro Courier & Security
Services, Inc. (right), signed up recently as the first new
member of 2006. Offering security guard and courier and
delivery services, Metro Courier. with Paducah headquarters, now has a presence in Murray. Also pictured is Lisa
Satterwhite, assistant chamber director.
begins at 11:30 a.m, ss ith
more information at 753-6529
sponsored luncheon at noon.
or phillipro stcpkv corn.
9eminars and discussion follow
and include Grain Marketing
Upcoming Ribbon
with Richard Brock. Plant
Cuttings/Business After
Health/Seed Treatment Option.. Hours
Soybean Rust Updates. Use of
• .illoway Trash Service.
Precision Guidance Systems
Commerce Center, Jan. 12. 2
and Advances in Soybean Seed
p.m.
Quality & Varieties. A perform•Hentage Bank, 210 N.
ance by Grand Ole Opry Star
12th St.. Jan. 12. 4 - 6 p.m
and Comedian Mike Snider will (groundbreaking at 4 p.m./after
be at 4 p.m. The first 200 peohours to follow i.
ple to RSVP will receive free
▪ Metro Couner. 1051 N
tickets to Soybean Promotion
16th St., Ste. F. Jan. 19. II a.m.
Night at the. MSU vs. TN Tech
III Soybean Promotion Night.
basketball game and are invited RSEC, Jan. 26,6:30 p.m.
to a reception on Concourse D
at 6:30 p.m. Please RSVP to
Welcome New Chamber
762-3556 by _Ian. 24.
Members
II Safety Training and
•
('ouner & Secunt .
Environmental Protection. LLC Services. Inc.. Term's Mullena-v,
will be presenting an 8-hour
security. 1051 N. 16th St.. Ste.
OSHA Record Keeping seminar F. Murray. 767-0670
on Jan. 31. Training v. ill be
Usk aid Jones
conducted at the Chamber of
Investments. Eric Penitliitoe.• Commerce from 8 a.m - 4 p.m. financial planning. 600 Main
with a fee of $150 per particiSt.. Murray. 753-7401.
pant. Discounts are available
II Wee Runs. Teresa Neely for four or more attending from
White. children's consignment.
the same company. Topics to he 5032 Granny White, Nash‘ille.
covered include: regulatory
TN. 37220. 615-661-9772.
overview, recording criteria.
privacy concerns. record keepFor mote atfig-matn,0 inn
ing forms, annual summary and becoming a member of the
Ai rrav
reporting requirements . There
lowuv ('aunts
will also be hands-on workChamber of Commetre or hostshops. Registration deadline is
ing a Chamber event
Jan. 16. Contact Phillip Burks
Tab Brockman or Lisa
at Safety Training &
Satterwhite at 753-5171.
Environmental Protection for

Highlights from the
Commerce Center include
III \1St_ School of
Agriculture and Kentucky
Soybean Board present 2nd
Annual Soybean Promotion
Day. Jan. 26 in the Curris
Center Ballroom. Registration

118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

270-753-8355

MILESTONES
As we begin another year it's time to embrace
the past and look toward the future.
Place your Milestone ad today.

1879

We're friends yOU can depend on..
in your Prime of Life.

McNutt InsuranceInsurance

901 Sycamore St Murray

To be published late
January, Milestones include
your businesses' year of
establishment, your logo,
address & phone for

Your Number One News Sourer
For The Past 125 lean
1001 Whitnell A‘e., NItirra

$3500
ONLY

75.1-1916
Cal/ your Ledger & Times Sales Representative
today 753-1916.
Deadline to reserve space is January 13th.
Dan McNutt. AAI

Grelf 1/rNutt

Sfike Young
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FORUM
OUR READERS WRITE
Kentucky income tax for a family of four at the poverty level.
Ms. Alexander's column
used references such as '1'0
many middle age white men'
(watch out all you local democrats running for local offices)
and "not enough women or
minorities," etc. We invite Ms.
Alexander to step up from the
stereotypical comments that
have hampered the democrats'
party for years and recognize
that, unlike the previous democratic administrations, this one
is getting the jobs done for all
Kentuckians while bring opportunity to all people, regardless
of sex or race.
In regards to the actions of
the democrat attorney general,
the misdemeanor indictments
produced by the investigation
process have never before been
seen in Kentucky history.
Similar accusations leveled
against democratic governor\
were handled with far less
press, under the administrative
process and at less taxpayer
expense. Maybe Ms. Alexander
should investigate previous
administration officials (Paul
Patton and Ben Chandler)
regarding manipulation and
abuse of the merit system. She
may find a far less open
acknowledgement of the facts
than that of our current governor.
Seeing the Civil War through northern
In closing, I invite the good
glasses seems to have become a trend.
citizens of Murray and
(We recently reviewed histories of the
Calloway County to visit the
on
northern Army of the Tennessee and Army
headquarters
Part
Republican
of the Ohio and biographies of northern
121 North and pick up a free
generals Grant, Sherman. Halleck, Thomas,
copy of the Governor's report.
Pope. and others, and have nearly completInside there are facts that are
ed a reading of a book on the friendship of
worth knowing about our state
Grant and Sherman.)
and about the Governors good
Continuing another trend-led perhaps by
work for our state.
the success of Michael
Thank you.
Shaara's The Killer
Vernon Anderson
Angels years ago and of
• Murray, Ky.
the more recent Gods
•
and Generals, by
Shaara's son, Jeff, is the
blending of Civil War
fact with fiction.
A line of historical
fiction authors stretches
back beyond Thomas
Nelson Page(Two Little
Confederates) and
By Lam/
includes, among several
McGehee
hundred writers,
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
Syndicated
Margaret Mitchell(Gone
301 Cannon House Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
Columnist
1-202-225-3115
With the Wind), Stark
www.house.gov/wh ield
Young (So Red the
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Rose), Harry Turtledove(Guns of the
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510 South), John Jalces (North and South),
1-202-224-4343 Howard Bahr (Black Flower). Shelby Foote
www.jim_bunning@ bunning.senate.gov
(Shiloh), and Robert Hicks(The Widow of
the South).
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-Ky.)
E. L. Doctorow has made a career (e.g.,
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
Ragtime) of writing novels that blend histo1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
ry with fantasy, historical figures with
State Rep. Melvin Henley (R-Murray)
imaginary characters. Jost in time for the
Frankfort, Ky. 40601 Christmas holidays last year, he offered The
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181
e-mail: melvin.henley@Irc.ky.gov
March (Random House. 2005. 367 pp.), a

To the Editor.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the comments
Ms. Alexander made in her
recent letter to Governor
Fletcher (Jan. 3). 1 would invite
Ms. Alexander to review the
mid term report again as I found
the information in the midterm
report of Gov Ernie Fletcher to
he encouraging. professional.
comprehensive, refreshing and
positive for the future of the
State of Kentucky.
It addressed the issues that
make a difference to the citizens
of the Commonwealth and documented the progress this
administration has made in
bringing jobs to Kentucky. As
an example , the report indicates
that 60,000 new jobs have been
created since January 2004 and
that more Kentuckians were
employed during 2005 than any
other time in Kentucky history.
In addition to jobs, education
was represented by such initiatives such as Read to Achieve.
Gear UP and the American
Diploma Project. Worth noting
was a 12 percent increase in
general fund appropriations for
lementary and secondary education.
I cannot agree with Ms.
Alexander that the entire report
was boiler plate. I noted that the
report detailed progress in transportation. criminal justice, the
environment, and energy.
I also noted the case study
with details on Effective
Government. Worth noting is
that the governor accomplished
80 percent of his four-year
agenda in two years. This has
been accomplished while turning a $710 million shortfall
when he took office into an
approximately $400 million surplus at the beginning of 2006
and while the Jobs For
Kentucky Initiative eliminated

/

Where fact, fiction meet

- aJI!III,
Our Elected Officials

story of several fictional pilgrims on
Sherman's "March to the Sea" and beyond.
Doctorow divides the book into three
chronological and geographical parts:
Georgia, South Carolina, and North
Carolina, and sticks fairly accurately to the
topography and action of the actual march
of late 1864 and early 1865.
(I found only two historical errors in the
factual facade of the novel: he has
Beauregard instead of Hood replacing
Johnston outside of Atlanta, and he has
Sherman going temporarily insane after
First Manassas instead of after Sherman
was transferred to Kentucky.)
Fact rarely crosses the line into fiction in
this novel. In some scenes, Sherman interacts with some of the fictional characters,
as does the bombastic and disreputable cavalry general Kilpatrick, and a fictional field
surgeon winds up being present at Lincoln's
death.
One of the most moving paragraphs in
the book is that of Sherman upon learning
of the death of his son and namesake,
Willie.(We recall that Lincoln, Jefferson
Davis, and William Hardee also lost young
sons during the war years. Somehow that
civilian loss humanizes this inhuman warfare.)
For the most part, however, the personal
stories of dreamt-up evacuees-a photographer, a journalist, some former slaves, a
white plantation mistress reminiscent of
Mitchell's Aunt Pittypat, another plantation
refugee who becomes a Union nurse temporarily, a couple of Confederate soldiers
changing guises often-stand alone, using the
march as landscape.

' Doctorow's prose is crisp and flowing,
sometimes almost philosophical and meditative. In his descriptions of Milledgeville
or Columbia or pine forests burning, wind.
sweep and smoke rises in prose language
eerily evocative of similar scenes from the
old Stephen Vincent Benet book-poem.
John Brown's Body. And, while blood and
gore stain almost every scene and most
scenes take place in or around field hospitals, there is some unexpected serenity and
passivity to every personalized vignette.
Doctorow's characters express their inner
thoughts almost more frequently than their
conversations, and in them we find hidden
dimensions and meanings to war.
The people and their personal sagas matter more than their contexts.
Except for the activities of the two
Confederate "deserters" and numerous
southern characters, and some special attention to Joe Johnston's movements in North
Carolina, Doctorow seldom describes
southern armies or maneuvers or leaders.
Despite the fact that this is a northern
march and the entourage is mostly Yankees.
the story lines turn this into a southern
story. Clearly, the motion of the southerners
swept up into the march's trek is metaphorical, forecasting the disruption and destruction and displacement of the old agrarian
and slave worlds, and the coming of
change.
This is easily-read and interesting fiction, far from being as interminable or complex an odyssey as Cold Mountain was,
although a much better potential movie
script than Cold Mountain or even The
Killer Angels were.

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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COMMUNITY
Calloway County's Relay
for Life kickoff on Tuesday

Ssideractivities

participation of area needlework
enthusiasts, will provide the
project supplies.
Each one should bring scissors and the usual needlework
supplies.
All interested needleworkers are invited. Contact Posy.
at 753-5682 or posy@posycollection.com if you can attend.
or for more information about
this program or the chapter.
Extensive EGA information
is available on the national
web site; www.EGAUSA.org.

- taco salad. 'chicken faptas.
country style steak, Nachos
with cheese sauce, 'refried
beans, 'mexicall corn, 'Capri
blend vegetables, potato and
bacon soup
Tuesday - 'salmon patty.
broccoli beef Wellington. 'roast
turkey breast, corn bread sage
dressing. 'seasoned green
beans, 'baby carrots, baked
potato. Wisconsin cheese soup
Wednesday - beef tips in
mushroom 'sauce. 'fish filet
almondine,'peek) geonoa chick-

en. 'tender noodles, broccoli chini,• 'green bean-carrot blend.
casserole. *rice pilaf, 'steamed cheesy potato casserole 'chickyellow squash. Italian wedding en gumbo
soup
'Hungarian
Saturday
Thursday - Domino's pizza. goulash. 'confetti
chicken
'sour cream baked chicken
casserole. 'baby carrots,'baked
prime nb sandwich on home- potato, fried okra, soup of the
made bun. 'new potatoes, corn day
pudding. 'tender spinach, vegSunday - fried chicken
etable medley. cream of broc- 'baked pork chop, baked beans
green bean casserole. 'new
coli soup
Friday - prime sea stnps, red potatoes. 'turnip greens
chopped steak with mushroom soup of the day
sauce. 'turkey divan, crispy
potato wedges. 'steamed zuc-

Calloway County's Relay for Life 10th
Kickoff in flght against cancer will be
Tuesday at the Weeks Cornmunity Center,
607 Poplar St., Murray. Information tables
will be set up by 5:15 p.m.
Relay 101, a special 30 minute session
for new team captains, will begin at 5:30
p.m. Anyone who is a first-time team captain is welcome to this session as well as
anyone who may be returning as team
captain after some time off.
Jo's
The team captains will meet from 6 to
Datebook p.m.
to plan for Relay 2006, according to
By Jo Burkeen
Kathy M. Hodge. county chair for the
Community
Relay.
Editor

Wifort-roup will meet
THEOS (they help each other spiritually) Group, a bereavement support group for persons who have lost their spouses
to death, will meet Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Lillian Steele will present a program on
"A New Day Ahead." For more information call Steele at 7532875 or Opal Howard at 753-1998.

Dexter meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center A chili supper will be served. A special speaker will be present. All residents of the area are urged
to attend.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the school. The meeting is
open to the public, according to Fred Ashby, principal.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are invited.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office.
All interested persons are invited.

Sigma meeting Monday
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Speaker will be Dr.
Samuel Sprehe. ENT. Kathy Miller will he hostess.

Lions Club will hear Gardner
Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House. Michael Gardner, assistant manager of Office Depot in Murray. will give a presentation of
the latest electronic devices available. Anyone interested in
becoming a club member is invited.
n-

rs
n-

New Beginnings to meet
The New Beginnings Group of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry
will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church,
Robertson Road South, Murray. Featured on the program will
be Mary and Tim Leonard, pen pals for the ministry, and
Patsy and Bud Culp of Barlow. The public is invited. For
more information call Ron and Linda Wright. co-leaders, at
753-0156.

First Place event Sunday
Orientation for the winter session of First Place. a Christcentered health program with an emphasis on weight loss, will
be Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church. Murray. For
information call Martha Norsworthy at 753-5400.

m-

MMS seeking nominees
Murray Middle School is seeking nominees for the Sitebased Decision Making Council. Anyone interested in nominating someone may pick up a form in the MMS office between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Nominations must be received by Jan. 13.

Support Group to meet Monday
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet Monday at 7
p.m. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7537129.

North meeting Monday
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making C•Suncil will meet at 5 p.m. in the faculty lounge. The meeting is
open to the public.

Calloway FEA plans promotion
Calloway County Chapter of Future Educators of America
will have a rebate day Monday at Captain D's. Customers are
asked to tell the cashier they are there for the group.

Songwriters plan meeting
Those interested in developing their skills as a songwriter.
are invited to join the group on Monday from 6 to 9 p.m. in
the annex of Calloway Public Library. Rick Scott, director of
the Songwriting Development Center. is the leader. For more
information call 753-1171 or at website. songwriterdevelopmentcenter.com.

Photo provided
Pictured is one of the needle cases created by the program to be presented at a meeting of the Embroiderers
Guild chapter on Monday.

Embroiderers Guild
will meet here Monday
Western Kentuckyaennessee
Stitcher% Chapter of Embroiderers Guild of America will
have a special program on
"Creating A Needle Case From
an Altoid Mint Tin- at a meeting on Monday at 10 A.m. in
the Christian Life Center of First
United Methodist Church. 503
Maple St., Murray.
Designers Posy Lough and
Marcia Maxwell will teach participants how to stitch and finish the boxes.
The chapter, to encourage

HospitalMenus
"Heart Smart- is the program for the menus in the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian.
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diets.
Menus, subject to occasional changes. for the week of
Jan. 9-15 have been released
as follows:
Monday - -Mexican Fiesta"

Black will receive Eagle Scout Award
Bradley Randall Black, scout
from Troop 45. will receive
his Eagle Scout Award at a
Court of Honor at First United Methodist Church in .Murray on Sunday at 2:30 p.m.He
is the son of Randall and Kim
Black.
His Eagle project was to revitalize the garden at Murray
Elementary' School. He arranged
for the cleanup of the garden.
which had fallen into disrepair, "re-landscaped" and planted appropriate native plants, and
issued a plan for its maintenance by the various classes
at Murray Elementary School.
Black's hobbies include playing piano, guitar. and spending time with his friends. He
is a junior at Murray High
School where he is a threeyear member of the Varsity
Soccer Team. Choir, Latin Club
(vice president). Spanish Club.
and Marching Band. He is also
a member of the Student Coun-

Bradley Black
cil. Academic Team: Speech
Team (Treasurer). Key Club,
and Captain of the Tennis Team.
Last summer he participated in the Governor's School

EDDYVILLE. Ky. — The
Lyon County Art Guild is featuring the Kentucky Watercolor Society's exhibit. "Aqueous
USA 2005" now through Jan.
27.
The paintings are on display at the Lyon County Judicial Center. They were select-

Calloway County Republicans have changed their meeting
from Jan. 9 to Monday. Jan. 16, at 7 p.m. at the Republican
headquarters. Ky. Hwy. 121 North.

ed from a juried national competition for artists working in
all aqueous media.
The artists are from Kentucky and other states.
A special reception in honor
of the artists will be Sunday.
Jan. IS. from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
at the Judicial Center.

tOdnes?ays tCeginnind
January 111A

2
"
iledium Spaghetti
$399 LargeSpaghetti

Birthday Celebration Sunday
A reception in celebration of the 90th birthday of Bob Farley of Murray will he Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m., at the Center for Health & Wellness. 716 Poplar St., Murray. His nieces
are hosting the event for Farley.

The public is invited to view
the paintings and to attend the
reception.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD TRU JAh.
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY

Grandma's Boy
R. 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:05
Fun With Dick & Jane
P613• 1:15 • 3:20 - 735 • 9-.35
Cheaper By The Dozen 2
PG • 1:00 • 3:10 - 7:20 - 9:20
Syrian*
R - 1:25 • 4:00 - 7:15 '• 9:45
The Ringer
PG13 - 9:25
The Chronicles of Narnia
PG. 1:10 - 3:50'6:45
Rumor Has It
PG13 - 1:35. 3:45• 705 - 9:10
King Kong
PG13 - 12:4-0 • 4:05 - 7:40
Prograrn Information Ca, "3-3314
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

for the Arts in Lexington as a
pianist.
In Troop 45. Black has
served as Patrol Leader. Assistant Senior Patrol Leader, Senior
Patrol Leader, Chaplain's Aide.
and Troop Guide: he is also a
member of the Order of the
Arrow. He attended Philmont
National Scout Ranch in Cimarron. N.M., in the summer of
2004 where he hiked for 10
days in the mountains and the
National Scout Jamboree outside of Washington DC in the
summer of 2005.
He is a member of the United Methodist Youth Fellowship
and is a pianist in the Praise
Team at First United Methodist
Church of Murray. He plans
on majoring in Chemistry. and
Biology, attending medical
school, then becoming a heart
specialist.
All friends, teachers, and
fellow scouts are invited to
attend the Court of Honor.

Art Guild featuring exhibit this month

Republicans change meeting

A •Community Gospel Singing will be tonight at 6 p.m. at
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. This is an open night
for all singers and listeners. A potluck meal will follow the
singing. For information call Georgia Keel at 435-4487.

Strength and Stretch Pass horn
8 10 9 a.m Creative Crafts
Class at 9 am.Parkinson's
Support Group ,r) education
room at noon and Ping Pong
at 12 30 p.m.. in the gym On
the lunch menu will be ham
cabbage. carrots corn bread
rnarganne and brawn*
Viedimadri events include
Armchair Aerobics at 830 or
9.30 am Stride with Pride
Walkers will meet at 10 a
to go walk at MSU RSEC.
Powder Putt Pool play from 10
to 11 30 a m and Pinochle
Club at noon. Beet stew. tossed
salad. biscuit margarine and
peach cobbler will be on the
lunch menu
Thursday events include
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m . Local Fire Department
will give presentation on 'Fire
Safety in Your Home' at 10
a.m and a movie, 'March of
the Penguins will be shown
at 12 30 p.m Note that Ceramics is riot meeting this month
On the lunch menu will be
chicken fried chicken, macaroni an cheese. Harvard beets,
roll, margarine and pistachio
dessert
Friday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8 30 or 9 30
am. Stride
with
Pride
Walkers will meet at 10 a m
Board games will begin at 930
a.m. and Open Bridge at noon.
Gnlled pork loin, mashed potatoes, green beans wheat roll,
margarine and cranberry relish
will be on the lunch menu.
Murray -Calloway
Senior
Citizens Center is a United
Way agency.

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway
County
Senior Citizens Center is located at 607 Poplar St.. Murray.
Our phone number is 7530929. Lunch is sersed daily
at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested
donation of $1.50.
We offer transportation on
a daily basis from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the
city limits and need a nde to
our center, the doctor, grocery
store, bank or pharmacy, please
call at least one day ahead of
time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost, as well
as take advantage of beginning computer classes we base
to offer. Contact the center at
753-0929 for more information.
Activities and menus for the
week of Jan. 9-13 have been
released as follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8-30 or 9:30
a.m.. Stride with Pride Walkers will meet at 10 a.m to go
walk at Murray State University Regional Special Events Center, Bingo at 12:30 p.m.. Beginner Line Dance at 1.30 p.m.
followed by Advanced Line
Dance at 2 p.m. Sweet sour
meatballs, nce pilaf. brussels
sprouts, roll, margarine and
orange will be on the lunch
menu.
Tuesday events inde

he Hazel

Church of Christ
• • Sts0.1
Alm"'
'
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SPORTS
7 30 p m
Where: RSEC
Records MSU
(7-4 4-1 OVC).
SEMO (6-7 3-4)
Coaches: MSU.
Mock Cronin.
Mord yew (5221). SEMO.
Gary Garner,
rune+ year (12S119)
Radio: Froggy
103 7 FM

Redliewks return to scene of big win

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
For the first time since sending shockwaves through the Ohio Valley
Conference last March, Southeast
Missouri State returns to Murray today to
take on the Racers.
Just 10 short months ago. the
Redhawks waltzed into the Regional
Special Events Center and did what prac-

tically no other OVC team has done to
Murray State in its long and storied history — eliminate the Racers from postseason play before the semifinals of the
league tournament.
The 61-58 decision sent the Racers
reeling into a long offseason, and it
marked the second straight time — and
only the seventh time in the series
between the two schools — that

Young Kansas
hopes to keep
momentum
LAWRENCE, Kan.(AP) —
The last time Kentucky played
Kansas at Allen Fieldhouse, the
Wildcats left with the secondworst defeat in a long and successful history.
That 150-95 loss came 16
years ago, though — and it's not
likely to be repeated when the
19th-ranked Wildcats visit the
Jayhawks on
Saturday.
While
Kentucky is
still among the
nation's top
teams this year, the young
Jayhawks are still sorting themselves out and trying to play
their way back into the national
rankings. A strong showing
against Kentucky couldn't hurt,
especially with a tough Big 12
season rooming after their final
nonconference game. .
"A good performance on
Saturday would be a great
springboard for our kids' confi\
- ...dence going into conference
play," Kansas coach Bill Self
said Thursday. "You can get
confidence
winning
from
games, but you still have to go .
out and beat someone of national magnitude to really believe
that it's going to help you win a
hard game."
Kansas (8-4) has won five
straight. but those victories have
come against the likes of
Pepperdine, Northern Colorado
and New Orleans. The Jayhawks
are 0-2 this year against teams
that were ranked when they met,
including a 72-70 home loss to
then-No. 20 Nevada in
December.
Still, neither side is ready to
pronounce Kentucky (10-3) an
overwhelming favorite . on
Saturday.
"Any team is going to be
dangerous when they're playing
in their home court and has their
home crowd right behind us."
Wildcats guard Ramel Bradley
said Friday. "We've just got to
be focused."

And if recent results are any
indication, the Jayhawks would
seem to be taking more momentum into Saturday's game.
Kentucky needed Rajon
Rondo's jumper with 1.5 seconds left to heat Central Florida
59-57 at home, while Kansas —
after a slow start — rolled to an
87-46 home victory over Yale
"I don't think we're underdogs." Kansas guard Russell
Robinson said. "I don't think
any of the people in the locker
room think we're underdogs."
Kentucky has won four
straight, starting with a 73-61
victory over then-No. 4
Louisville on Dec. 17, but has
not broken 80 points since beating Liberty 81-51 on Nov. 25.
The Wildcats are shooting
just over 44 percent from the
field, while Kansas has held
opponents to 35.5 percent shooting this year.
"We're trying to find an
offensive
coordinator,"
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
said "We just need to get everybody on the same page.
Sometimes it takes longer for
guys to get that chemistry, get
that feeling."
Rondo is on a page of his
own, leading the Wildcats with
averages of 15.1 points, 8.2
rebounds, 5.3 assists and two
steals.
"I think Rondo is the best,
most complete guard in the
country," Self said. "He has a
unique way about him. He can
change the game in one or two
possessions because of his
length defensively and his
hands. That's something that we
have to be prepared for."
Kansas has its own shooting
woes, in this case at the free
throw line. The Jayhawks have
hit just 64 percent of their
attempts (14I-for-220) and are
coming off an 8-for-17 night
against Yale.
"Everybody's shooting two
or three or four a game," Self
said.

Virginia Tech kicks
Marcus Vick off team
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) —
• Virginia Tech quarterback
Marcus Vick was dismissed
from the team Friday, the result
of numerous legal transgressions and his unsportsmanlike
conduct in the Gator Bowl.
University president Charles
Steger announced the dismissal
on the same
that
day
coach Frank
Beamer met
with
Vick
and
his
mother
in
their
Hampton
Roads home,
the school
Vick
said in a
statement. Beamer informed
them of the decision during the
meeting.
Vick, the younger brother of
Atlanta Falcons quarterback
Michael Vick, was suspended
from school in 2004 for several
legal problems. The junior came
under new and intense scrutiny
this week after replays showed
he stomped on the left calf of
Louisville All-American defensive end Elvis Dumervil during
die Ian. 2 bowl.
No penalty was called on the
play and Vick claimed its was
accidental. He further hurt his
cause by claiming to have apol-

ogized to Dumervil, the NCAA
sacks leader, but the Louisville
,player said no such apology was
ever offered.
On Friday, it was revealed
that Vick had been stopped for
speeding and driving with a
revoked or suspended license in
Hampton on Dec. 17, Cpl.
James West said. Vick's license
had been taken away in August
2004 when he was cited for
reckless driving and marijuana
possession in New Kent County.
Steger suspended Vick from
school at that time, and warned
that any additional problems
would effectively end his time
as a member of the Hokies'football team.
"The university provided one
last opportunity for Vick to
become a citizen of the university and readmitted him in
January 2005, with the proviso
that any future problems would
result in automatic dismissal
from the team," Steger said
Friday.
Beamer said in a statement
that he was disappointed with
the outcome. "We wanted
what's best for this football team
and Marcus," he said. "I certainly wish him the best."
School officials said in a
statement that there would be no
further comment until a news
conference Saturday.

Southeast has left Murray with a victory.
Otherwise, MSU has dominated the rivalry, winning 39 of 55 matchups.
The 2005-06 Redhawks, however, are
a drastically different squad than they
were nearly a year ago. Gone is the
dynamic frontcourt duo of forwards
Dainmon Gonner and Reggie Golson, as
well as steady guard Derek Winans.
SEMO returns just two starters from

that unit — guard Paul Para.doski and
swingman Terrick Willoughby. But it
again has one of the league's premiere
players in guard Roy Booker, who is
averaging a conference-best 20.8 points
per game.
Booker, a 6-foot-3 senior from
Portagville, Mo., sat out last season under
II See SEMO Page 6A

NFL Playoffs

AP

Workers Jon Bengtson. of Seekonk, Mass., center, and Jacques Caron, of Mansfield, Mass., right, spray paint
yardage numbers on the playing field at Gillette Stadium in Foxborough, Mass., Friday. The Jacksonville Jaguars
will face the New England Patriots in a wild-card game tonight at the stadium as the NFL Playoffs get underway.

Champs cling to experience
FOXBOROUGH. Mass.
(AP) — The New England
Patriots have a big edge in
postseason experience over
Jacksonville, winning three
Super Bowls since the Jaguars
last reached the playoffs.
The Patriots will also be
playing at home with some
cold temperatures forecast for
Saturday night's wild-card
playoff game. And, of course,
there's Tom Brady at quarterback, Bill Belichick as coach
and oddsmakers making them
huge favorites.
None of that seems to matter to the Jaguars.
"We are not ecstatic that we
are in the playoffs," defensive

end Paul Spicer said. "We are
playing to win."
The Patriots are taking the
Jaguars very seriously, especially with quarterback Byron
Leftwich returning for the
playoffs after missing six
games with a broken left ankle.
He could be rusty. He also
could be rarin' to go.
"The way I look at it, he's
going to come in here that
much rested," New England
linebacker Monty Beisel said.
"He's going to be amped up."
The last time the Jaguars,
were in a playoff game, Mark
Brunell was the quarterback
and they lost to Tennessee 3314 in the AFC championship

game after the 1999 season.
That season, Leftwich had
played in just two games at
Marshall before emerging as a
sophomore a year later.
Brady, meanwhile, is 9-0 in
the playoffs with two Super
Bowl MVP awards and a good
sense of perspective.
Being 9-0 "doesn't really
matter," he said. "It's how we
play this week against
Jacksonville. That's the only
thing that matters. I don't think
it's that important what anybody did against somebody
else some other year, some
other time, some other team."
Then how about the chilly
temperatures forecast for the

game?
"I really don't think that it's
going to affect anything,"
Patriots linebacker Mike
Vrabel said."It's not like we're
standing in 80-degree weather
and they're standing in the
cold."
Certainly, then, having the
fans behind them should help
the Patriots in a stadium where
they won 25 of their last 28
games? But the Jaguars were
6-2 on the road this year, and
Patriots defensive end Richard
Seymour criticized
New
England fans this season for
not being loud enough. He also
knows that relying too much
on the past won't help.

Young Bucs eager for 'Skins' challenge
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Jon
Gruden rejects the notion that
his surprising Tampa Bay
Buccaneers have already had a
successful season.
"We don't want to have that
loser's mentality about, 'Gee,
we overachieved in some people's eyes,' or 'Hey, we've had
a good year.' Baloney,"
Gruden said. "You're not playing in this organization for any
other reason than to compete
for championships and we
want to make the most of our
opportunities."'
Thanks in no small part to
an infusion of young talent on
offense, the Bucs (11-5) went
from 5-11 in 2004 to winning
the NFC South title this season. They will end a two-year
hiatus from the playoffs when
they host Washington (10-6)
on Saturday in the NEC wildcard round.
The game also marks the
Redskins' postseason return
under Joe Gibbs, the threetime Super Bowl winner who
came out of retirement two
years ago to resuscitate a team
that made the playoffs once
during his 11 seasons away
from the NFL.
Both clubs are excited
about their prospects in what's
generally regarded as a wideopen bracket in the NEC.
"I think every year there are
dark horses that jump onto the
scene. It's just fact," Gruden
said.
"1 don't really think
anybody
thought
New

AP

Quarterback Chris Simms. shown here against the
Saints during last week's regular-season finale, is one
of the young Buccaneers players who are ready to take
on Joe Gibbs' Washington Redskins.
England. in their first Super
Bowl season, was going to go
from 5-11 to 11-5 and win the
Super Bowl with a backup
quarterback. I don't think anybody thought we were going to
do it either. There are some
interesting teams in the field."
With Gibbs at the helm,

Washington is one of them.
The Redskins rebounded
from a three-game losing
streak that included a 36-35
loss at Tampa Bay on Nov. 13,
to win five straight down the
stretch and make the playoffs
for the first time since
Washington lost 14-13 to the

Bucs in a divisional-round
game in 1999.
The team's confidence i.
soaring.
"Our backs have been
against the wall for a long
time, which isn't the case for a
lot of playoff teams," offensive
tackle Jon Jansen said. "We're
comfortable with that situation, so I think going into the
playoffs maybe we have a
slight advantage in that
regard."
Quarterback Mark Brunell
agreed.
"They have not been playoff games, hut we realized if
we lose, we're done," Brunell
said."Any of those five games,
if they're a loss, we're on the
plane right now or sitting on
our couch doing something
else."
Gibbs, 16-5 in the playoffs
during a I2-year run with the
Redskins from
1981-92,
understandably is excited
about being back in the mix.
"It's the same feeling. I'm
just thrilled," he said. "I think
what the most fun for me is all
the people that are here now
that are getting to enjoy it, and
go through it with you. The
players and certainly our
owner Dan (Snyder), for him
to be back in the playoffs, he
certainly deserves it."
Tampa Bay won the Super
Bowl three seasons ago. then
fell on hard times the past two
years. That's made the team's
turnaround that much sweeter
for Gruden.
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And The Winners Are ...
Cfrc
shows its
stripes for
Bengals
CINCINNATI (AP) — Fans
sported the orange and black of
football's Cincinnati Bengals
throughout the city and suburbs
Friday to celebrate the team's
first NFL playoff game in 15
years.
The Bengals (11-5), referred
to jokingly as the Bungles
through years of losing seasons,
go up against the Pittsburgh
Steelers (11-5) on Sunday, and
fans were determined to show
their support for the team that
has achieved its first winning
record since 1990.
Bengals shirts, pins, hats and
other regalib could be seen on
the streets, in restaurants, offices
and schools throughout the area.
"I've never seen so much
orange and black." said Rhonda
Saccone, an employee of the
Deloitte and Touche accounting
firm where she said most coworkers were decked out in
team attire or were at least wearing the colors. "Some people are
wearing orange and black beads
if they didn't have anything
else."
Saccone bought an orange
sweater and black and orange
beads for the occasion and was
glad to see so much Bengals
spirit.
"Most of the time no one is
talking about the Bengals at this
time of year. They've usually
already moved on to baseball."
she said.
Saccone planned to attend
one of several game-watching
parties Sunday.
"I vowed to my family that I
wouldn't actually watch the
game, because every time I've
watched, they've lost," she said
ith a laugh.
Deloitte and Touche employees were among more than
2.000 who signed up for "Show
Your Stripes Day." For a $IO
donation to coach Marvin
Lewis' Community Fund benefiting children, workers could
wear Bengals shirts and other
regalia to work with employer
permission and get a "WhoDey" car magnet and an "I'm a
Citizen of Bengals Nation" button.
Tickets for the playoff game
at the 65,376-capacity Paul
Brown Stadium were sold out
weeks in advance even before
the Bengals knew their Opponent. Regular ticket prices range
from $49 to $68. but a
spokesman with Riverfront
Choice Tickets said the ticket
brokering company was selling
tickets for $100 to $500 dollars
each.
"We've never gotten so many
calls, even for the Cincinnati
Reds' opening day." said marketing director Travis Jackson.
On Friday night, hundreds of
fans swarmed onto the Paul
Brown Stadium plaza in a sea of
orange and black to cap off the
day of celebration.
Lifelong fans Chuck and
Andrea Jensen of Dayton came
wearing matching tiger-striped
pants, painted tennis shoes and
Bengals jackets topped by foam
hats shaped like tiger heads.
58, of
Clarke,
John
Cincinnati, adorned with two
large foam fingers, said he's
attended Bengals home games
since 1979. He said he expected
the Bengals to make the playoffs.

quimik
II
AP

John Clark cheers at the
Cincinnati Bengals pep
Brown
Paul
rally
at
downtown
in
Stadium
Cincinnati on Friday. The
the
play
Bengals
Pittsburgh Stealers on
Sunday in the wild-card
round of the NFL Playoffs.
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Nobody can protect your AIM?
any better than we cant
211 S 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415
NBA STANDINGS

The Murray High School girls' soccer team captrued first place In the Expoindoor
Fall League Tournament, held in December at the Expoindoor Soccer Center In
Mayfield. The Lady Tigers reached the finals by finishing the regular season as a
finalist and advancing in tournament play.
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W
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Clow
Gems
Noun 90 Cloyeund 81
Indiana 90. Golden State 89
Fridays Games
Toronto 112 Houston 92
Atlanta 103. Boston 98
New Jersey 113. Orlando 106
New York 113. Washington 92
Memphis 87 Utah 65
Detroit 97 Seattle 85
San Ammo 83 Minnesota 77
New Oneans 90 Portland BO
Chicago at Milwaukee Late
Dallas at Denver Late
L A Clippers at Sacramento Late
Miami at Phoentx. Late
Philadelphia at L A Lakers. Late

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
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L
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San Altana
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5
12
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Sacramento
Todars Goatee
Boston at Woeninoton 6 pm
New Orisons at AlMnia 6 p m
°Nations at Orlando.6 pm
Ulan at Deeper 6 30 p m
Milwaukee at C.Jeweten0 6 30 P iT
Memphis at Chicago 730 p nr
Minnesota at DWItts 7 30 p m
San Antonio at PhOlinix 8 p m
L A Laken at LA Clippers. 93)c'
Sunday's Games
New Jersey at Toronto Noon
Seattle at New Yon Noon
Denver at Houston 7 30 p m
Indiana at Sacramento ft p m
Miami at Portland 8 p m

SEMO
From

The Calloway County Laker soccer team won first place in the Expoindoor Fal
League Tournament, held last month at the Expoindoor Soccer Center in Mayfield.
The Lakers reached the finals by finishing the regular season as a finalist and
advancing in tournament play.

Parcells staying with Cowboys
IRVING. Texas (AP) — Bill
Parcells is coming back for
another season with the Dallas
Cowboys. Maybe even two.
The team announced Friday
that Parcells agreed to a new
contract through the 2007 season.
"I feel very fortunate to have
the opportunity to continue what
we have started here." Parcells
.said in a news release. "The
Cowboys organization has been
the fairest of fair to me, and
hopefully I can repay them with
an improved performance."
Parcells. 64. had a year left
on the four-year. 517 million
contract he signed in January
2003. However, he left his three
previous coaching jobs midcontract and there was speculation he might do it again.
The question diminished as
this week went on and Parcells

TV Schedule
Today
GOLF
6 p.m
ESPN — PGA Tour, Mercedes
Championships third round, at
Kapalua Hawaii
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
ESPN — Kentucky at Kansas
1 p.m.
ESPN — Minors at Iowa
2 p.m.
ESPN2 — N C State at North Carolina
3 p.m.
CBS — Regional coverage. Ohro St at
Indiana or LSU at Connecticut
6 p.m.
FSN — Oregon St at Calitorn.a
NBA BASKETBALL
7:30 p.m.
WGN — Memphis at Chicago
NFL FOOTBALL
3:30 p.m.
ABC — Playoffs NEC wild card game
Washington at Tampa Bay
7 p.m.
ABC — Playoffs. AFC wild card game
Jacksonville at New England
PREP FOOTBALL
Noon
NBC — All-Amencen Bowl. East vs
West at San Antonio
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
11 a.m.
Regional coverage Rutgers at
CBS
Michigan St Of Minnesota at LSU
p.m.
CBS — National coverage
Connecticut at Tennessee
3 p.m.
FSN — Texas at Baylor
5p m
FSN — Calitomie at Oregon St

continued showing up at his
office every day. The announcement ends any doubt and helps
turn attention to what the club
will do to continue a turnaround
that saw them go 9-7 after being
6-1() the previous year.
-This is about continuity and
building upon the pieces we
have in place as an organization
and as a football team."
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones
said. "We aren't where we want

to be at this point. but we're definitely moving in the right direction and feel very good about the
future."
The Cowboys are 25-24
under Parcells, counting the
postseason. Over his I8-year
career. he's 163-123-1. good for
ninth on the career win list, with
two Super Bowl wins.
In three years with the
Cowboys. Parcells has enhanced
his reputation as a rebuilder.
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NCAA transfer guidelines after
joining the Redhawks from
Montana, where he averaged 9.3
ppg.. as a freshman.
The all-league performance
by Booker to date and the stead
hand of Paradoski has changed
the dynamic of the Redhawks'
attack.
"I think they're now a
perimeter-oriented (eam. more
than last year when they pretty
much went strictly inside,"
observed MSU head coach Mick
Cronin. "Paul Paradoski is playing much better basketball, making shots and playing with more
confidence.
"Booker's a guy that you
have to know where he is at all
times. He's a true scorer because
he can make shots, take it to the
basket and get fouled. ... He's a
guy that can hurt you in a lot of
ways."
After starting OVC play with
a 1-4 record. Southeast has
rebounded to win their last two
league games — defeating
Eastern Kentucky 68-62 on
Monday before handing Eastern
Illinois a 72-60 setback in
Charleston. III.. on Thursday

night.
The Redhawks (6-7. 3-4
OVC) still remain in the lower
third of the conference standings. hut could begin to make a
push toward • the top ss ith an .
upset of the Racers. who mused
into a first-place tie with
Samford alter lhurskla's win .
over Tennessee State.
After struggling offensiv el)
during losses on the road at
Samford and at home to regional rival- Southern Illinois. the.
Racers have righted their ship
with back-to-hack wins user
Rice and TM], thanks rnostl.s to
a new starting lineup that gives
them more scoring punch in the
backcoun.
Junior guard Trey Pearson,
who has split tune with Keith
knife: at the point the last ttso
games. has broken out of tthai
was once a season -long shooting
slump. He scored 14 on a pertevt
5-of-.5 shooting etiOrt in an 8365 thumping of Rice before
tossing in 15 against Tennessee
State.
Senior Darnell Hopkins. whit
had presiouslv seen most of his
work in a reserve role, responded with 13 points on 4-0(A)
shooting sersus the Tigers.

DOUBLEHEADER
SATURDAY - JAN. 7
MSU WOMEN
vs.
S.E. MISSOURI STATE
5:15 P.M.
MSU MEN
vs.
S.E. MISSOURI STATE
7:30 P.M.
FOR TICKET INFORMATION PLEASE
CALL THE ATHLETIC BOX OFFICE
AT (270) 762-4895 OR
TICKETMASTER AT (270) 753-64661

YOUR TICKETS ONLINE!
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Murray State vs. Eastern Illinois

OVC Standings
4.1
4-1
3-2
3-2
3-2
3-3
3-3
2-2
3-4
1-4
0-5

8-4
7-4
8-5
8-5
5-6
8-6
6-7
3-7
6-7
2-9
1-10

Monday, Jan. 9, 2006•7:30 p.m.
RSEC• Murray, Ky.
a 12-16 finish in 2004-05, 31, tries entering Monday's matchup.

Samlora
Murray State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Ilhnois
Morehead State
Today
Eastern lit at Austin Peay - 7:30 p.m.
Samtord at Jas State - 730 p.m
Morehead at Tenn Tech - 7 30 p.m
SEMO at Murray State-7:30 p.m.
Marlin at Tenn State - 7 30 p.m.
Monday. Jan 9
-7:30 p.m.
Murray St at Eastern
,
K.
tuCky at Xavier -6 30 p m
.1. r'

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times Photo
Murray State point guard Keith Jenifer,
shown here during Thursday's win over TSU,
was a key to the Racers 72-66 win at Eastern
Illinois last season, scoring career-high 19
points on 7-of-11 shooting from the floor.

Eastern Illinois Facts
Charleston, It
Location
1895
Founded
12,129
Enrollment
Blue & Gray
Colors
Lantz Arena/5,300
Arena
Louis V Hencken
President
Dr Richard McDuff*
AD
2-9
2005-06 Record
6/5
Letterwihners Returning/lost
12
Starters Returning/Lost

Miller
Mike
took over the
Eastern Illinois
lob last April
after serving as
the head coach
at Texas State
Universiity
where he compiled a record of
87-79 in six
seasons

Miller

Focus
on EIU

After
Eastern Illinois jettisoned long-time
head coach Rick Samuels in favor of
Mike Miller, who was hired last April
from Texas State.
In six seasons at Texas State, Miller
compiled an 87-79 record. The East
Texas State alumnus has also served as
an assistant coach at Western Illinois,
Sam Houston State, Texas State and
Kansas State.
The change at the top has failed to
ignite the Panthers, who stand at just 29 and 3-3 in Ohio Valley Conference
play on the season entering today's
action at Austin Peay.
Eastern Illinois dropped a 72-60
decision at home to rival Southeast
hursday night.
Missouri State on --s itz
Redhawks' guard R Booker, the
league's leading scorer,'ilopped in a
game-high 26 points as SEMO opened
up a 10-point halftime advantage and
led by double digits in the second half.
Bobby Catchings led the Panthers in
scoring against Southeast with 19
points, while Josh Gomes followed with
10. EIU finished the contest shooting
44.8 percent from the floor.
Historically, the Panthers have had
little success against Murray State,
defeating the Racers only six times in

MSU leads the all-time series 13-1 in
games played at Murray, with Eastern
Illinois' only win coming in an 88-8(1
decision on Jan. 17, 2002 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Since that loss, the Racers have won
nine straight in the series. Head coach
Mick Cronin is 4-0 in his MSU career
against the Panthers, including a season
sweep last season.
Eastern Illinois is off to a slow start
despite returning three starters from last
year's squad. The early-season slate has
not been kind to the Panthers, though
EIU opened the season with three
straight road games-resulting in losses to Xavier, Saint Louis and Western
Illinois.
The Panthers also dropped a home
game to previously-unbeaten Indiana
State, as well as contests to Tennessee
Tech, Tennessee State, Eastern
Kentucky, Missouri and SEMO. EIU's
only victories this season entering the
weekend have come against lowly
Morehead State and Missouri-Kansas
City.
Three Panthers average in double
figures, led by 13.7 points per game
from guard Josh Gomes. Center George
Tandy is the top rebounder (8.0).

Probable tarters
Murray State
Shawn Witherspoon
Justin Orr
Pearson Griffith
Trey Pearson
Darnell Hopkins

Pos.

Min.
26.9
27.5
21.8
29.5
16.7

Ppg.
11.1
9.3
7.8
9.6
7.6

FG%
.515
.500
.521
.402
.471

Asst.
3.5
2.5
1.1
3.4
1.5

Reb.
8.1
2.5
5.5
4.0
2.1

Eastern Illinois
George Tandy
Wes VVilkin
Bobby Catchings
Josh Gomes
Mike Robinson

Pos.

Min.
27.8
14.4
25.5
35.5
31.5

Ppg.
9.5
2.4
10.7
13.7
10.7

FG%
.397
.435
.407
.445
.350

Asst.
1.3
0.1
1.2
1.9
4.5

Reb.
8.0
2.2
5.2
2.3
2.4

Rare change: For the
time in 26 y
Illinois is under'
of a new coach - Tex*:
State's Mike Miller.
Rick Samuels was the
coach of the Panthers in the
previous 25 seasons, compiling a record of 360-360 from
1980 to 2005. Samuels' best
season at the Ell!. helm came
in 2000-01, when he gui
the Panthers to a 21-10 rec
a second-place finish (I lin the final OVC regular-season standings.
The Panthers went on to
OVC
2001
the
win
Tournament championship
over Illinois before being
defeated by Arizona in the
NCAA Tournament.
Domercant a pro: F

„Eastern

Illinois

st

I-Ienry Domercant is c
laying professionally
Turkey.
- The 11th player in NCAA
history to rank among t
,riation's Top 5 in scoring in
three seasons, Domercant finl',Ished his collegiate career as
'lute NCAA's No. 26 all-time
scorer with an OVC-record
„. 2,602 points.
Youth is served: The
i-Panthers are currently under a
"youth movement, as three
freshmen and six sophomores
, make up the majority of
12-man roster.
A: Senior guards Josh Gomes
4and Jake Sinclair are the only
.1- retuming upperclassmen for
the Panthers. Another junior,
guard Ross Laux, is in his
first season at EIU.
New to the Eastern Illinois
roster are freshmen Kyree
Brown, Billy Parrish, Mike
Rbbinson and sophomore,
center Wes Wilkin, who sat
out last season.

groP gym
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BEFORE THE CAW
join us for dinner before you head
out to support the Racers!

SHOOT FOR 4
PIE 41912177ZER
itsfav-Vdr. 5\) MID WC DAY

Rm.
•

Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations

SIVA/DAYi

SHOPPES OF MURRAY • 762-0022
DINE IN OR CARRY 01'7'

..,tinimitti
-

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON. KY
270-527-0110

We've Got All Your
LocalSports Covered...
PONI MISS A THING!SOMEIOW
MURRAY
&TIMES
L
You..r. Only Flotrz€1-6Pwrz 1Vewspezp,er
1001 Whitrrell A_Nrerrute • 753-1916
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Outdoors

SATURDAY
JANUARY 7, 2066
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Mild weather gives anglers some options

Once again, the really bad
weather has gone around us.
We are only dealing with some
strong
winds.
To
an
angler, that
leaves
us
with some
options of
fishing
where
the
ridges will
protect
us
Fishing
from
the
strong
Line,
winds.
By Jerry
Sometimes
Maupin
we get lucky
Outdoors
and the crapColumnist
pie are hungry and willing to bite in these areas.
Depending on the size of
the bays — and maybe if there
are creek channels running
through them — the crappie
are following the shad so they
can feed on them.

I told you last week that
the waters coming from the
south would be warmer and
would probably be carrying
loads of threadfin shad along
the path. Well, some of the
areas I looked at last week
and during the first part of
this week were absolutely
stacked with fresh shad.
In some areas, hundreds and
maybe thousands of gulls have
located these shad. They are
feeding non-stop until they cannot fly properly. Some of the
local talent has found areas
where there are some crappie
that can be caught if you just
hang in there and the wind
permits.
Gary Crass and Steve Pember caught some good ones
last weekend, but not in great
numbers. Neil Parker of Lakeview Resort reported that some
of his local friends had really
done well. Most of the guys
said it was a slow go. But if
you keep fishing, a decent num-

ber of crappie can be caught.
We have found some new
areas where the big rockfish
are hanging out. but we didn't have time to give them a
contest. I will keep them in
mind, however. Some of them
appeared to be at least 20
pounds! I think I would be
happy with that!
We used to catch them
around that size at both the
Kentucky and Barkley dams,
provided there was a decent
discharge of water coming
through.
Rick Lowe introduced me
to this type of fishing several
years ago. I hooked up with
Hope Carlton to become a permanently-convinced angler of
rockfish. They are so strong
and fast, but they're so much
fun to catch! I hope we always
have a good population of them
to play with.
All last summer, we could
count on catching at least three
or four rockfish that weighed

around 10 or 12 pounds. Out
of that three or four, there
would always he another one
that was much larger — around
20 or 25 pounds. That rascal
will whip you just about every
time!
We try to keep good 20pound test line on those reels.
But, so far, we hase lost the
big ones when the line has
snapped.
Now, these fish are in the
upper lake. We can catch and
land them below the dams.
I met with a couple from
Indiana — Dick and Dora
Adkins — at the Lakes iew
Resort during the morning hours
of Tuesday and Wednesday. We
went out to try the crappie
first, and then we went on to
the sauger.
We used minnows on jig
heads like roadrunners, and we
even mixed the colors a little
bit in hopes of enticing them
to strike. I think we had some
very light bites, but I'm not

sure. The waters were falling
That could have been the problem. We will make a better
attempt to locate some hungry
sauger.
With the lake eles atom really down, these great fish just
may he taking advantage of
the nver currents I know there
are loads of new shad that are
coming down from the upper
Tennessee River. Plus, the
weather is offering us some
breaks. We will see what happens!
The good biting times are
not favorable for us during the
morning hours. But that's when
we can get tbgether, so that
will have to do.
It's hard to tell what the
elevation really is, but we can
see a lot of ground in areas
we usually travel through. That
ahanges everything. But the
fish have to be somewhere, so
let's go look!
The temperature is pretty
consistent between the two

bridges. but one could find maw
Wale( a little warmer in the
larger by I'm reading 46.1
degrees in cloudy weather
There's a stilt wind, so dusun should really help.
The morning bite came back
on Friday. and it will get moire
favorable each day for the next
10 days_ Hopefully. the winds
will slack oft a ha.
I spoke with Nancy Kieure
about the upcoming boat and
fishing shows that will he held
Jan. 20-22 She offered a big
welcome to all of you who
love to see the new tackle. boats,
cars, trucks. etc
I will he there to assist
some of you on lure and line
selection, building the perfect
fish attractor and learning some
techniques on where and how
to find your tish.
Come and see the folks who
make these shows possible lou
Just might be able to learn something helptul'
Happy Fishing'

Leading your ducks to a dry pond
The decoys are still stacked up in
the garage, all the robo-ducks and
other assorted electronic wonders are
wired and ready to go.
The little patch of corn and milo
stands untouched, and the new pit
hasn't been used.
As far as duck and
goose hunting goes.
I have a dry pond.
I first heard the
expression about
leading your ducks
to a dry pond from
my father-in-law.
lie wasn't talking
about waterfowl at
In The
the time, but was
referring
to
a
Field
female relative who
By Kenny
hadn't married all
Darnell
that well in his
Outdoors
opinion. I've often
wondered if the
Columnist
expression came to
him when I married his daughter.
But at any rate, I stumbled upon
a nice, quiet little duck hole down
on the Chairman's father's farm quite
by accident when an erosion control
structure malfunctioned one winter
and flooded a small patch out in the

middle of a large field.
tened.
Before he could unclog the drain
Although I only killed one more
pipe, my father-in-law noticed ducks goose that year. it was great year for
pouring into the new' pond along with a beginning waterfowl hunter and a.
the occasional flock of geese. The new-found duck pond. I hunted the
next year, the device malfunctioned pond several times that season and
intentionally.
always saw ducks or geese. SomeAfter spending a sub-freezing morn- times I even got a shot- or two off,
ing watching clear blue skies over but no ducks fell.
another duck hole — only to disAt the end of the season. I had
cover that the little pond had been geese and ducks lighting all around
full of ducks all day — I built a while I picked up the decoys and hauled
quick blind and dropped it off on the little blind hack to the barn.
the edge of the pond. Immediately
Last year, buoyed by the success
thereafter, the pond froze over and pret- of the previous year, we dug a pit
ty much stayed that way until the — a hole in the ground, actually —
end of season.
put a couple of boards in the botThe following year. I managed to tom to stand on, made a wooden top
drag the little blind from the barn to for cover and jumped into the busithe pond on a sunny afternoon in ness of serious waterfowling at the
early December.
little pond.
By the time the cane was cut and
An opening-day gadwall made up
the blind was -brushed up," I only the sum total of ducks last year. but
had about an hour of shooting time the geese just loved coming to feed
left, which I took advantage of more on the flooded corn and the patch of
to rest than anything else.
green wheat around the blind.
Just before dark a large flock of
But after sitting in a muddy pit
geese came sailing in and banked up that would be knee-deep in cold water
in front of the little blind they were whenever the battery ran down and
seeing for the first time. I brought the bilge pump quit working, we
two of them home, and the duck decided that better quarters were in
(and goose) pond was finally chris- order for the coming year. And so it

was that just before the opening of
season, we dug an even bigger hole
and buried a small pit in the levee
of the pond.
It looks great. The top is level
with the ground and covered with
real-looking fake grass. There's even
a drain system that extends out the
back of the levee to keep us high
and dry.
In front of the pit is a patch of
scraggly corn. milo and assorted other
weeds that ducks love.
The wheat has sprouted where we
disturbed the soil and serves as a
patch of neon-green invitation for
anything that flies over. Now, all I
need is water.
Who would have thought that a
pond would catch no water during
November and December'? In years
past. the problem has been too much
water, so much so that it threatened
to erode the levee. Even with this
week's thunderstorms. I still don't
have enough water impounded to float
a teal decoy.
And so it is with many Waterfowl
hunters this season — a season that
started with great promise and fizzled out faster than a Stumbo grand
jury.

Now we're not only looking at
dry ponds, but at sunny days of shirtsleeve weather. too.
The extended forecast calls foe
more of the same, with only a slight
chance lA showers sometime next
week. It'll take more than showers
to help me now. I need a monsoon.
Meanwhile, there are reports of
ducks on the big lakes every now
and then, and the boys in the Ohio
River bottoms around Henderson are
piling up the geese.
It was hard for me to believe some
of the reports, hut they had 'pictures.
th was still hard to believe some of
the reports even with the pictures.)
Of course, if all else fails on the
lakes, there's always coots.
It has been a strange winter. indeed.
Even in places that have water, the
ducks are scarce because they are
exhausting the food supply in what
few holes are holding water.
As the end of season looms ever
-nearer. hope for an Alberta Clipper
or blanket of snow grows dim. But.
then on the bright side, it's less than
a month and a 'half until turkey season opens in Alabama.

A.,111r.t
5.
'tar sr
Clay Doron, 7, poses with his first deer,
harvested on the morning of Dec. 31.

which

was

Carl Doron took this 235-pound whitetail deer while
on a recent hunting trip near Kentucky Lake.

Gail Doron claimed this 9-point buck won recently
hunting near Kentucky Lake

Some want 12-year-olds to hunt in North Dakota
FARGO. N.D. (AP) — Jetfrey Sapa turned 14 years old
just one week after the deer
hunting season — a week too
late for him to qualify for a
hunting license.
His stepfather. Lee Bratlie,
and other outdoor enthusiasts
in North Dakota believe young
hunters like Jeffrey should not
have to wait so long to go on
their first deer hunt. They want
to lower the minimum age
requirement for shooting big
game from 14 years to 12 —
a move they also say would
help recruit young hunters.
"He's really disappointed and
disgusted," said Bratlie. of

Drayton. "He passed his hunter
education class with flying colors, but he still has to wait
another year."
North Dakota is one of four
states that require deer gun
hunters to be at least 14 years
old. Two of those states. Michigan and Utah, are considering
legislation to lower the age.
Those states are among 20
considered to be the most
restrictive for deer hunting,
according to a report funded
by the National Shooting Sports
Foundation and the National
Wild Turkey Federation. They
require hunters to he at least
12 years old to get a deer gun

license, and most of those
require applicants to complete
a hunter safety course.
Of the other 30 states, 13
have no minimum age requirements for big game, but they
require a hunter safety course.
Seventeen states. including
Florida, Texas and Alaska. have
no restrictions, the report said.
The bill in the Michigan
Legislature was introduced by
Rep. Scott Hummel. who cited
the sportsmen's groups report
showing his state as the worst
for recruiting new hunters.
North Dakota is ranked 40th.
"I think the rest of the country believes there's benefits to

getting kids involved earlier."
Hummel said.
Recruiting
is important
because white-tailed deer populations have ballooned after
a series of mild winters. Bratlie
said. A record 145.600 deer
gun licenses were available in*
North Dakota this season, up
from the previous high of
145.250 the year before.
Brathe hopes to gather support to change the law before
2007, when the North Dakota
Legislature meets again. The
issue has been discussed in
legislative committee meetings
in the past hut didn't make it
any further. said Greg Link,

assistant v.ildlite chief for the
state Game and Fish Department.
The North Dakota Game and
1.1,h Department a otiat

to get behind the idea hefore
it receives serious consideration,
said state Rep. Duane DeKrey
"I took a I4-year-old hunt!T1`2 This year," he said
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I've been helping your
neighbors for five years
why not you?
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horoscope
IIAPPN
BIB'HUAI for
Monday, Jan. 9, 2006:
You are full of life and vigor
this year. You know what you
want and will achieve those
goals. Your creativity surges as
you do the right twist or turn
down the winning path.
Building better friendships and
associates through networking
stars. The one area of weakness
could be financial. What you
might believe is a good investment could ultimately be a
problem. Money could easily
slip through your fingers. If you
are single, survey your options
carefully, as this year you could
hook up with a key figure in
your life. If you are attached,
blend your relationship into the
many facets of your life. Make
sure your sweetie is included.
TAURUS stokes the fires of
your imagination.
the Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** You might be thinking of
ways to make money. Perhaps
getting started on your taxes
could be an answer, instead of
cutting your budget. Use your
instincts about what might be
best right now. Tonight: Think
debt-free
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You certainly zero in on
the question. Confusion surrounds an older relative or
friend. Worry less and eye the
positives. Plan a get-together
with a friend later in the day.
Explore a favorite area together.
Tonight: Chitchat over dinner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** As much as you might want
to change your decisions, you
seem destined to pursue a certain course. Don't kid yourself.
Spring will be here before you
know it. Think healthy; act
healthy. Tonight: Early to bed.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Whatever you choose
to do feels right. Don't isolate
yourself; find the special people
in your life. A spontaneous party
could happen out of the blue.
Plunge right in and have a wonderful time. Tonight: Happy out
7 and about.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take your time right now.
You could feel inordinately pressured by recent events.
Schedule a walk or a favorite,
much-needed activity. You cannot always be on top of your
game. Tonight: Extra R and R.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Inevitably, you are the
center of plans. Even if you
need and/or want to cancel, you

Sixty chic: Celebrated baby
boomers turning Sig 6-0'

cannot
on you
"Others dependSigar
What might appear to be a drag
turns into a merry did time. Let
yourself relax and go with the
moment. Tonight: This party
doesn't end early.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might want to shy
away from the limelight, but
need to be on the scene. A part- By STEPHEN
ner has a strong need to domi- OHLEMACHER
78 million baby boomers In the U.S.
nate. Why fight city hall? In the Associated Press Writer
long run, letting this person
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The baby boomers -78 million Arnencans born from 1946
Non-baby
have his or her way will build a George W. Bush and Bill ClinBaby boomer
to 1964 - are sett tun 60 Mc year Twenty years from now,
boorner
stronger bond. Tonight: Make
population
ton are doing it, and Laura
population
one in every four adults will be over 65
another's request your pleas26.8%
73.3%
Bush is joining them. So are
ure.
Proffitt
of
the
U.S.
baby
boomer*
Loni Anderson and Dolly ParSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
U.S. population by age, 2004
Boomers born 1956-1964 MI Boomers born 1946-1955
***** Let others run the ton.
In millions
show, and you will be much
Number of households
Average household income
From politicians and celebri5 10 15 20 25
0
happier, perhaps even euphor- ties to athletes and rock stars,
111111111
$56,500
ic. Sometimes letting go of
Uncles'5
211 million
$58,889
5-9
responsibilities or a need to some of the most celebrated
Average number of
Average household
10-14
control does more than a great members of the America's most
people in household
spending
1990
15-19
massage or vacation. Enjoy celebrated generation are turn$45,149
levels
20-24
those around you. Tonight: ing 60 this year.
7
2 13
$46,160
25-29
Hang out.
They are the oldest of the
30-34
Many more boomers are working past the age of 55
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
35-39
baby boomers, that group of
24 aglow people
21)
40-44
78.2
million
born
Americans
*** Pace yourself, as you
22
45-49
U.S. civilian labor force
have a lot of ground to cover. In from 1946 to 1964.
50-54
Age 55 and older
20
fact, you might want to fit in
And they are getting old.
55-59
18
some daydreaming time. You
60-64
"I see people going two
January 1950 10.6 million
need it, as you have pushed
65-09
18
ways," said Nancy Schlossberg,
70-74
much harder than you realize.
Approx
14
T5-79
Lighten up and don't let vague- a professor emerita of counboomer population
November
2005:24.6nilition
1,0414
seling
psychology
at
the
Uniness or uncertainty get to you.
in 2004(Born horn
12
0649
Tonight: Make it early.
versity of Maryland. "They can
194610 1964)
90-94
10
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. continue with the plastic sur1950s
1990s
1 I I
1980s
19706
1990s
2000* 000
'
65
19)
gery, and just deny they're
***** Your creativity marks
Marital status
Never married: 12.e%
Divorced: 14.2%
Monied:SU%
your decisions. Whether playing aging. Or there can be a group
a game or making plans, your who are saying, hey, age is
imagination takes over. Let it. good, age is great, I'm proud
You see life from a more child- of my wrinkles, I'm proud of
like or happier point of view. Let my gray hair."
SOURCES Bureau of Labor Statistics. Census Bureau. MetLrfe
AP
it all hang out. Have a great day.
The Census Bureau estimates
Tonight So what if tomorrow is
"The fact is that Frank Sina- farther than any other human
The list of dead musicians
that 7,918 people will turn 60
Monday?
tra
also
turned
60
before
once,"
who
would have turned 60 this
said
him
in
the
1968
each day in 2006. Their most
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Stay close to home and popular names are Mary and Robert Friedland, director of Olympics. Both turn 60 this year is right up there with the
Georgetown University's Cen- year.
relax. You have pushed so hard James.
list that is still alive. It includes
lately tpat you deserve a day
They will be joined by fin- Keith Moon of The Who, Bon
Among them, there are ter on an Aging Society.
off! Read the Sunday paper.
But he couldn't dance like anciers (Donald Trump and Scott of AC/DC and Freddie
Relax and enjoy yourself. You enough musicians to staff a pretmight not be as sure of yourself ty good rock band. Jimmy Buf- Mick Jagger, who at 62 is just Michael Milken). more actress- Mercury of Queen.
Serial killer Ted Bundy
or as buoyant as usual. You fett turns 60 on Christmas Day. a little bit ahead of the demo- es (Cher, Susan Lucci, Patty
need a break! Tonight: Don't He will be joined this year by graphic. He will front the Duke, Diane Keaton. Susan would have turned 60 this year
make anything complicated.
Syd Barrett and David Gilmour Rolling Stones during the half- Saint James), more actors as well, but he was executed
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
time show at this year's Super (Sylvester Stallone, Timothy in 1989.
**** You might spill the of Pink Floyd. Robby Krieger
Bowl.
Dalton, Tommy Lee Jones) and
Thornhill, the marketer, said
beans and, without realizing it, of the Doors, John Paul Jones
"Mick Jagger at 62 is not a game show host (Pat Sajak). baby boomers in general will
tell a secret. Use care in your of Led Zeppelin, Edgar Windiscussions, even though you ter of the Edgar Winter Group old. Frank Sinatra at 62 was Born on July 6. Stallone is try hard to age differently than
might feel the need to share and irreverent folk singer old," said Matt Thornhill of exactly the same age as the pres- their parents. They will try to
much more than you should. A
the Boomer Project, a market- ident — Bush, that is. Clinton be more active and more vital,
friend is very gossipy right now. Loudon Wainwright III.
If you prefer something more ing company focusing on baby was born six weeks later on socially, financially and spiriTonight: Busy returning calls.
Aug. 19.
tually.
mellow, Linda Ronstadt turns boomers.
Still, it's been a long time
There are also quite a few
But, he said, there are some
BORN TODAY
60 this year, as well as Liza
Singer David Bowie (1947), Minnelli, Barry Gibb of the since some baby boomers famous people who would have truisms that are impossible to
writer,
physicist
Stephen
starred on the big stage.
turned 60 this year, but they escape.
Hawking (1942), actor Jose 'Bee Gees and Donovan. perIt's been more than a quar- died young.
"There's a transition that
haps
known
for
best
singing
Ferrer (1909)
ter century since Reggie JackAmong those are comedian takes place somewhere between
•••
"Mellow Yellow."
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Demographers and marketers son became "Mr. October" Gilda Radner of "Saturday age 45 and 55 when you come
Internet at http://www.jacque- note that this isn't the first -while playing for the New York Night Live," actor Gregory to grips with the fact that you
linebigarcom.
generation to face its own mor- Yankees. And it's been nearly Hines, college basketball coach are getting old." Thornhill said.
(c) 2006 by King Features
tality. But it is the biggest, so 40 years since Bob Beamon Jim Valvano and pro wrestler- "Boomers are going to have
Syndicate Inc.
shocked the world by jumping turned-actor Andre the Giant. to come to grips with it."
it demands attention.

Oldest boomers turning 60
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Accepting New Patients
."\thiltz

Owner?

Ear, Nose Szt Throat

It your new vehicle is lost due to
an accident. an Allstate policy will buy
you a new car Call for details'

of Murray
Phillip Mapper, M.D.

Thurmond

Ht-aring Aids - No Referrals Required

Coll for Appointment (270) 759-4811
300 South 8th Street - Suite 304). -

Screenwriting course is offered

Neli

INSURANCE & INVESTMENTS
IDtOLUSIVI ALLSTATE ASIENCY
112 NTH 12TH ST, SUITE C
270-762-1030

1207 I

BUYING

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Scrap Metal • Aluminum Cans • Scrap Cars
-Will pick up cars
Roll-off Containers Available

- We Service All
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
J

KEY AUTO PARTS
1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

West Kentucky Community
and Technical College in Paducah and the University of Tennessee at Martin are scheduled
to offer Skip Press's instructional screenwriting course,
"Your Screenwriting Career."
A two-decade veteran of Hollywood, Press teaches the necessary formula to make any
writer's celluloid dreams come
true. He has written professionally for radio. TV, video
and film and achieved honors
like the Silver Medal at the
New York International Film
Festival.
Press has shared his Hollywood knowledge and experience through three editions of
his Writer's Guide to Hollywood
Producers, Directors, and Agent
and two editions of the Complete Idiot's Guide to Screen-

writing (and a Russian version). His most recent tome is
the Ultimate Writer's Guide to
Hollywood from Barnes &
Noble Books.
For additional information on
the courses offered at West
Kentucky Community & Technical College Training Center
for Community & Economic
Development, call (270) 5343334
e-mail
or
connieg.sharp@ketcs.edu.
For information from UTMartin, call (731) 881-7082 or
email dmount@utm.edu.
The course includes instruction on the history of storytelling. building strong characters, creating memorable dialogue, and crafting powerful storylines. See http://www.screenwritingcourse.com for details.
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DIVISION OF PETTER BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Still open and ready to serve you
TO SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
270-753-0123

MILESTONES
As we begin another year it's time to embrace
the past and look toward the future.
Place your Milestone ad today.
To be published late
January, Milestones include
your businesses' year of

TO ORDER OFFICE SUPPLIES CALL 800-227-4932
OR

VISIT OUR WEB SITE
www.petter-business.com

establishment, your logo,
address & phone for
Your Number One News Source
For The Past 125 Years

PETTER BUSINESS

Canon COPIERS & FA),

COMMERCIAL OILSIGN
_
1...0141,Lt FE OFFICE WW1
& BUSINESS PNVt.

STEMS

A Better Way to Do Business
5110 Charter Oak Drive • Paducah Ky 42001
270-443-8461'
800-227-4932
www.petter-business.corn

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray

18
7_1.
5379

$3500
ONLY

Coll your Ledger & Times Sales Representative
today 753-1916.
Deadline to reserve space is January 13th.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

010
Legal
Notice

Las*
Moans

ffslp Ilaard

,/
140

PUBLIC SALE
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave.
Sat., Jan. 7th •8 a.m.
Units to he sidd are A17,870. C42.
E.E33.& CC6, due to
non-payment.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murnay-Callotvay County Hospital(MCCH)n a
leottprafif.366 bed(140 acute and 22()
long term,:
siital located in Meow& Kennickw
With a staffo Approximately 1000711e, lso
Medical
of65 physiciarm MCC afro a aide
wrege of-semen to die ,ornmunines U serves.

Meet the Babies
of 2005!
Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2005.

CINS/RAI Specialist
Lona Terra Cara Devtabea
Qualifications:
*MCCH is seeking an RN with 3-5 years CMS/RAJ
experience anrit credentoling in AANAC lpteicined1
•Musit be knowledgeable of CMS guidelines including
HIPPS codex RUGS. PPS. Case Mn and Medicare
reimbursement.
•Effecetve tnanagementianterpenonal dulls in
supervision of others ts required.
•Latxmard with the Kenrarly Board of Nursing
•A baccalaureate degree is preferred.

Nodes
CALOTREN 20•4 off.
Lose
weight
now'
Stimulant tree products
available from your
local distributor. Call
Stacey 759-9953 or
293-2157
TIRED of Turkey.... so
are we. Call about daily
specials 44 Sandra's
D's. 293-3816
TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

Hiring cook and
host/hostess. Apply
in person Mon.-Fri.
at 616 N. 12th
Street. Murray.
No phone calls.

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
*Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
LOST. Boston Terrier.
Fixed, female, collar
and tag, bnit colar and
white Reward 2269056
LOST: White gold earnng. oval hoop, twist
design. Reward. 7591012

S11/11 II Ir.iotI \Is
111 1 Ill

GREAT
SOMETIMES

Rain=

• New & Improved
Pay Plxg'
• Teams Up to
$1 1 0,000Nr,
• Excellent Miles.
• Teems and Solos
• Guaranteed
Annual Raises,
• Sign-On &
Referrai
Bonuses'
• No NYC,
No HazMat,
No Calnierla
CAPE GIRAIII0EAU, MO
Openings'
e I

lisa Waled
BARTENDERS want
ed. Apply in person a
J Edwards. 1901 N
12th St. Murray.
of
ARBOR
Place
Clinton is now hinng
LPNs. Sign on bonus
available We are also
hiring CNAs all shifts.
Apply in person at:
106 Padgett Drive,
Clinton, KY 42031.
Or call (270)653-5558
and ask to speak to
Cheryl Gilbert, RN for
details. EOE.
CABLING Technician:
Candidate must have a
minimum of 1 year
in
the
experience
installation, test, and
repair of twisted pair,
coaxial and fiber optic
cabling systems. BICSI
installer certificate is a
plus. Salary of $30,000
up depending on experience. Thirty year old
Send
company.
resume to: Shoemaker
Enterprises, P.O. Box
467. Murray, KY 42071
center
CHILDCARE
looking for full time/part
lime hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old Must be flexible.
Apply 109 S 15th St
Murray.
Insurance
LOCAL
office has an opening
for an entry-level staff
position. If you are
pleasant and personable. ca reer- minded.
ambitious, a self-starter
With good work habits,
please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, KY 42071

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

I.

RARIEV OF t90C FORM

Lactation Consultant
Qualiscazialai

BOY

•Current Itcensure by the Kentucky Boatel of Nursing
with extensive post education training in the Arta Of

GIRL

laCtatI011

preferred. if not BCLC %tufted. must work
towards ancl aithoese cestificanoeendun 18 month..
of employment.
'Minimum
12) years exganence as a Ftegistered
Nurse ea obstetrical area is required
'Mine beaten/wed en CPR. PALS certificatioti or
ACLS certification

v

.
BSN

Audrey Grace Daulton

NAME OF CHILD

Ocatipstional TIIIIIIIIIIISt
Quail/swims

Date of Birth:

•Responsible toe Rehab Services Lkpartnient as a
*hole,iscluding evalustiort of the ponert koncept,,
and de:Runty oldie CreaUneinkt progrdn, tollow-ih.
n-aluselon and discharge planning
liteats patients in Acute Care, LTC and Outpatient
•Must be reguteredilicensed occupational therapist in
the State Of kenrueley
*One year experience is required

Weight:

July 9. 2005
X 'tic 10 oz.• 20"
Emil) & Ent- Dalkon

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2005
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Length:
Name of
Parents:

For MO., informasson on available posauens, please
visit our avian< at
www.tnurrayhospitalorg
Zr ,oicl •.ornprchourvc ..toprnaatkon and beneho pa.aaste
Inmested appli,ant, reuanw porferred
elemonodliato litialattalagarbaNallidn
Resinnet can Ile sent to Ann Human R00411,1,
11,r/V-L410.21' C9linq }impost 803 Poplu Sneer.
MUM., KY 42071
MN*,refennerriM name niaderag mama

Name.

800-325-6040

Phone:

* no other information will be
a

060
FULL OR PART tirnthousekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply in
person after 6 OOPM
INSIDE
Support
Specialist.
Pella
Window and Door is in
need of entry level
Inside
Support
Specialist.
Position
involves
product
demonstrations, technical assistance for
walk in customers,
preparing customers
for outside sales team
contact and general
office duties. Individual
must be energetic, an
excellent communicator, well organized, arid
have strong computer
skills. Please fax cover
letter and resume to:
336-346-3864.
OTR DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES AND BENEPACKAGE.
FITS
HOME WEEKENDS
MUST HAVE CLASS A
COL WITH MINIMUM 2
YEARS OTR EXPERIENCE. CLEAN MVR.
(800)468-6087
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional purneymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenence. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer
wanted
SERVERS
Apply in person at J
Edwards 1901 N 12th
St Murray.

2003 S-10 V6 auto. $6.500
2000 S-10 ext. cab 4x4 V6 auto. 58.900
1998 Escort Wagon, nice car. $2,900
1998 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 6 cyl. auto. $4.900
1994 S-10 ext. cab 4x4 V6 auto. $4,500
1993 Buick LeSabre. leather, moonroof, $2.250

,

VISA

753-1522 or 293-3124

Publication Date: 1/16/06
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/10/06
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

Sp:6A histoptsts
Wer vfor
wit.haat- a Oltifot,
1011 ogA
_qcMtth4(Max 0,
i2y Sevi
EnduraCare has exciting full time jobs
for Speech Therapists in our
beautiful Dresden, TN SNF.
Enjoy excellent benefits, flexible
schedules & growth opportunities!
CEUs provided!
Make it a great New Year with
a great new job!
Call Kelli toll free at
877.361.2021
icwilliams@enduracare.com
www.enduracare.com

EndliatCare
4.1..•
JOB FREEDOM! JOB SECURITY!
EnduraCare... We Care About You!

SALES MANAGER
IMMEDIATE OPENING

060
Nap Woad

Murray Memorial Gardens iMurray, K i is
looking for an experienced sales manager with

proven track record of hiring. training & de:eloping in home direct salespersons. The nght
candidate must also have the following skills
• 5 yrs. + personal sales experience
• Strong personal selling skills
• Disciplined work ethic
We offer:
• Salary + Commissions
• Monthly Bonus Plan
• Full benefits available
• S75K income potential
If you would like to learn more about this
opportunity. call Damon Meicho. VP of Saks
@ 317-402-7277
A SABER COMPANY

POSTAL JOBS
$1567 to $21 98'hr,
now hiring For application and free government lob into. call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-5998042.
24
hours
Employment service

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month manager
trainees $3000 month

Company will train Call
kl-F 9am-lpm only 1E300-578-8799

111111 lllHVlH

RANDY Thornton Co
established in
nc
1937, seeking Service

Technicians Minimum
3 years experience in
commercial restaurant
HVAC & refrigeration
and residential HVAC
Tools required
Excellent salary
benefits and retirement
package Send
resumes to 802
Chestnut St Murray
KY 42071

I 11

r

III

1821
.

Woad

Stars
Daycare is currently
accepting applications

SHINING

for the following positions toddler teacher
teacher
preschool
leachei
atterschool
and
substitutes
Experience desired It
you are interested in
applying for any of
these positions call
759-0010
Equal
Opportunity Employer

BABYSITTER needed

approximately 3-4 days
NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSMON:

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

Overview of Duties: Collects utility payments from customers, assists
in the establishment of new accounts, handles

telephone inquiries regarding utility accounts.
Must be eligible to be bonded. Excellent telephone
computer and customer assistant skills required.
Department:

Murray Municipal Utility

Salary and Benefits: Minimum Salary $9.15 per hour
depending on training_ervrienee plus benefits
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vacation and perscrud
days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N. 5th
Street. Murray, Kentucky 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext. 103.
Applications can be obtained on-line at www.murrayky.gov and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Deadline for accepting applications - 5:00 p.m. Wednesday. Jan 11
2006.
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer

TRIGG COUNTY HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME/EXEMPT
JOB OPENING
CHIEF NURSING OFFICER
(CNO)
Provides leadership to enhance the quality of care provide,i
to hospital patients_ Works with Other members of the
healthcare team to assure that services provided to the
community
complement the Hospital's purpose, vision, and values

per week

Must have

,ererences 436-26 19
CLEANING
service
Experienced and reter
ences Call 753-0513
DS Cleaning Service

753-3802
EXPERIENCED
dependable in Murray
borne cried care Call
Donna at 227-0750
MIRACLES
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction dean up
26 years experience
Relerarces. V interest.
eV. pesos, caa 787-

9428
Requires Bachelor's Degree in Nursing with at least 5 years
expenence as an acute care registered nurse Pnor
management or supervisory expenence is required
Master's degree preferred

NEED your horns Or
busineSS cleaned/ Call
Teresa 489-2857 or
227-8380
SE EKING babysitter
afternoon shift for 2
children wi our home

Send Resume to.
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

References required
492-8455

Applications available online
www.trigghospital.org

Chsck us out

Equal Opportunity Employer

WILL clean houses or
"clic 442-62Rft

on the Web,

CLASSIFIEDS

-111 • Saturda, innuar 7. 2006

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
open Mon-Fri, 9-5; Sat. 9-2
641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furntturr

753-8501

Murray Ledger & limes

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Going on
Vacation?

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Hear and Air
Accepting Applications
Stars
SHINING
Daycare is accepting
enrolment applications
for children ages 8
weeks to 12 years of
age Our hours of operation are 6AM-6PM If
you are interested in
applying please call
759-0010

Cornpulers
MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING junk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray
WANT to buy. Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
ArtIdes
For Sale
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

2005 CLOSE OUTS
Singlewides
and
Doublewides - Buy
and
save
today
51 000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
2813
2BA
1993
Clayton. Stove, dishwasher, micro, some
furniture, front steps,
and rear deck. Call
492-8192
11 Repos left Must be
moved by December
15th' Hurry 1/2 price
sale!! 731-584-4926
AWESOME 28x80 4BR
3BA $39.900! Lot
model only! Call now!
731-584-9109
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
Bedrooms
and
2
Baths' Both priced in
the 550's Call 731642-6438 today"
280
Noble Homes For Rent
LARGE
3BR,2BA
$295 753-6012
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

NEW power wheelchairs
scooters
Absolutely no cost to
you Call toll free 1866-346-4046

LOTS /or rent 753
9866
300
Business Rentals

SEQUIN PURSES
- Get the New Years
Hotte•styles'
Great Prices,'
Great Quality
Peddler's Mall Booth
40
(Behind
Sirloin
Stockade)

2.822 sq tt office o
elm( 1306 N 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

TWO 10 Rockford
Fosgate subwoofers
and
one 640-watt
Profile California amp
for sale. Used, good
condition_ $100 or best
offer 293-6824
WANTED Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV 1-600-39133970
WHITE satin wedding
dress
w!
capped
sleeves. size 16. 5200.
Call
270-753-6909
alter 5PM

1

1121
Appliances

KENMORE washer &
dryer Electric. used
$150 OBO 753-0080
Large Se1ecton

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square

753-1713
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD $50 a rick
(270)527-8368
260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
COMPLETELY set up
12 acre, $10.500 753
6012
270
Mobile Howes For Sale
3BR 2BA Unbelievable
$13,695! Hurry 1 only!!
731-584-9430
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot,
$13.500. 753-6012

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 7594118
1 bedroom. I bath
2 bedroom, 2 bath
All appliances fur'nished. NO PETS!
Venture Property Mgt
767-9111
1 BR, 1 year old, no
pets $300
deposit (205)361-4763
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1, 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 38R apts. available. Please call 7538221.
•1BR 1 bath washer &
dryer. $335
•2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, wld, $425
•113R, 1 bath, with
study. Add, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR, all appliances
Oaks Apts., starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, central gas heat.
central air $275 and
up some with new carpet Coleman RE 7594118
3 or 4 BR duplex, 1,650
sq ft . 1 car garage, all
appliances, $740
1BR. 411 appliances.
$325
1 year lease, no pets
753-4937, 753-1951

C

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fascias •Mobik Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Driveway.

ti
CO

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.jz3
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
'CP

IL

For Real

3-4BR
apadmen
above Bradley Book
Company. $400 month
2 people, $435 month
3 people. Includes
water, sewage. trash
270-435-4602.
270-293-4602

1BR, use of common
areas
Utilities furnished. Near MSU
Coleman RE
753-9898

611 Bailey Rd 2 bedroom, 1-1/2 bath
art
Storage space
appliances, washer,
dryer, $450 month
Deposit, 1 year lease
753-4108

2 BR 1 Bath Brick
home on Kirksey rd,
hvry 299, C/H./A, most
appliances furnished
$450 deposit, $450 /rst
month rent in advance
For application call
489-2538 293-0119

CLEAN 1BR, IBA,
w&d. stove, fridge,
dishwasher. $335
227-2397, 435-4344
2BR, all appliances.
Story
$500/month.
Ave (270)767-9948.
Available now.
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for: 1br
apt, basic rent $330/
month.
2
BR
Townhouse, basic rent
$360.00. Call 7531970 Leave Message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR, CiH/A,
low utilities, quiet. What
you've been looking
for $420, deposit. 270527-2284
NEWLY built 28R 2BA
Close to university
QUIET area Water and
garbage pickup included Washer and dryer
$500 per month .7532225. 759-1509
NICE 26R duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
NICE large 1BR furnished ($385) or unfurnished (5335) All appliances including washer
and dryer. 759-5885,
293-7085
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets.
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy. 2br.
2 bath. garage. C/)-1/A.
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets, 753-2905.
MSU'
WALK
TO
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covpicnic
ered
area
$275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

2BR 113A. C/H/A, wd
hookup on quiet street
in Murray No pets
Lease, deposit, & references
2BR IBA in lake area.
Furnished or unfurnished
No
pets
Lease, deposit, & references 489-2266 or
759-4218

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

When you come back,
catch up on Garfield,
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
We'll deliver your
"Vacation Pak'
when you return

Call 270753-1916
Circulation Department
-Ind ask for

"Vacation Pak."

0rE
EDGER
MES
Ave., Murray, KY

1001 Minna

PARIS. TN Best location, court square, west
side. 2 story, 2,500
sq ft
per
floor.
(270)489-2116 leave
message

[

11311
Commerical Prop. For Rent

707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1.200
sq ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252. 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
C/G/H,
restrooms.
plenty
of
parking,
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex. 7593772:
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres_ Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat. air
hookup. steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
extra large overhead
doors, excellent location Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

APB registered Pit Bul
puppies. 3 males & 2
females left. $100.
Born 11/29/05, ready
for your home soon
Have first shots and
wormed. 753-1500
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

$75.00 per month
(Includes shopper)

1-285 acres Owne
financing
available
270)489-2116 leave
message

TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income-producer
$125,000
270-7534109. 270-227-1545

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing, floor covering,
landscaping, siding.
-FREE ESTIMATES
Cal (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
jcrobertson tilwk net

I R0OIC0VEING1

75

RANCH Style House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
equipment
shed.
$224,900. Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992
SMALL horse farm;
Kirksey area. 13.7
acres. 4/5 stall barn
with tack room. Round
pen. 3 pastures. 7/8
acres hay. 2003 28x80
manufactured home. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths with
rec room. More info,
call 489-6279

531

2002 Ford Explore
XLS Great condition
$7,500 OBO Must sell
753-9260, 293-3697
'91 Mazda Navajo, 454.
manual hubs, 5 speed.
$1,500 752-0729.4362472

2001 Hyundai Sonata
$6,250 753-2570
'96 Pontiac Bonneville,
4-door. 173,xxx miles,
needs engine. $800
OBO Call (270) 2473447 or 227-0998.

ifig

Used Trucks

ATTENTION:
Teachers. nurses, and
Law Enforcement Call
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Rea/tors for special 100% financing
available only to your
profession. 270-7531492 for the info at
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

CENTRAL heat and air
is this two bedroom
bnck located within 1.5
blocks of MSU. Owner
will pay 3% of your
closing costs. Priced
only at 555.000. Make
owner an offer at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors. 100% financing by mortgage company is available. 270753-1492
FOR sale by owner.
New Crossfield home
to be completed in
February 3.400 sq ft
$305.000. 4 bedrooms.
3.5 baths plus bonus
room 270-293-9312
JUST now on the market is this 3 bedroom
(plus study) brick home
with colonial columns.
Built-ins, formal dining,
great curb appeal,
landscaping make this
family
practical
a
home CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
270-753-1492
OPEN House_ 1207
Crestwood
Place.
7,
Saturday, Jan.
3
1100-300.
Bedroom, 2-1/2 Bath,
Living Room, Dining
Room. Family Room,
Eat-in kitchen, fenced
yard, screened porch,
2
car
garage.
Maintenance free exterior $189.900 Call
753-7301 for prior
appointments

TOBACCO land and
barn for rent 489-2116

02 Chevy ext cab
Fully loaded. 81,000,
$15,900 080 2932269
1999 Ford extended
cab. Loaded, great
condition. 489-2357

Sport Utility Vehicles
'98 Chevy Tahoe LT
Leather, $5.000 4362181. 293-9204

experiFARRIER:
enced. Will travel to
West Kentucky area
Call Tim Nance 731E41-6339
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
JOHNNY W1LUAMS
PAINTING
Or all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
*Interior & Extenor
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors!shutters
'No lob too small
•Free estimates
753-8858

SIGN UP NOW
for 2006
Lawn Services.

• 753-7728
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971
.Carpets .Upholstery
.Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt"
753-5827

fittur l'asturr
re 2e3-32
.t/ui tises
Iraci.hot. • Irudo,

ELECTRICIAN
New Const./RemodeU
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs. exp Call
753-7091

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leal mulching &
removal, shrub &
tree trimming
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

WE connect electric
service
to
mobile
homes. Carter Electric
759-4720

\

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Worth
(270) 753-1713
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
Handyman work

767-0958
519-8570

and

270-

Calloway
Trash Servire
•LOWEST PRICE
III RELIABLE
•RATES AS LOW AS
Si MAO
761-3740 2134045

Air

Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 227-5560

/11.1111.111k

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
144, have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since /946 almost 60 years!

AUTO
INSURANCE
NEED A QUOTE? C %II or CLICK

KFI3%11 R
2004 Tracker Grizzly
1648 Bass All-Welded
Boat. 2004 Mercury
25HP electric start,
steering.
stick
Lowrance fish finder.
trolling
MotorGuide
motor 43 lb. thrust.
Marine Interstate batteries, 2004 Trailstar
trailer. $5,500. Call
227-2443
between
TAM & 3PM
Services Offered

CARTER
ELECTRIC

759-4720
Repair - Nei%
0
,
11,111
,
,

-

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
lunk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

Have you been
told "NO" by
others?
100%
Financing.
•
No Down Payment'
• Refinancing Cash Back To You
• FHA Loans
• Loans Customized To
Fit Your Life & Budget
"certans restnclions apply

Sewing
by Steven
• Drapery •
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available
Now Offering ,Ilrur Mau At)
Fr:Ivies Including .Silk.,

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or
Toll Free 888-246-4093

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

Is Your New Year's Resolution

top Smoking? (

A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning. Cleaning out
sheds, junk clean up
436-2867

Cooper Clayton
Smoking Cessation
Classes begin...

A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service.
Complete
removal. trimming, etc
13 years experience
436-2867

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches. decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding
mobile home retaair.
sagging floors. terMite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

AV.com

AWED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORADON
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST
NOW IN MURRAY

Tuesday, January 10 • 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Stuart Poston Health & Wellness Center
Please call to register: 753-3381
Sponsored by:

KCP

piI

t

St
St

3

a

Affordable pricing. &
Free estimates Call

492-8192

I()
Cr

K
511\44,1.1.1

I \

753-4703

A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
2000 H-D 883 Custom
excellent
condition
extras included. 5.254
miles 492-8411

0

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

1998 Ford F-150 XLT
truck $6,900 0130
Day 759-4851. night
759-9523

hfl

Os

Samos Plowed

GiFtEr-INGs
\ If you are a NEWCOMER to

lomes For Sale

Real Estate

1BR duplex, excellent
investment opportunity.
can be residential or
commercial Available
today! Call Grey's
Properties 293-8462

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel.
wtirte rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE I 'fl
CARiET
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

CONCRETE finishing
Driveways. sidewalks
etc 752-0500. 7593229

508

Run a lx1 ad in our
Classified section
for only

(270) 753-1916

everybody wants to get
out of the house. But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for 'Vocation Pak,'
That way you won't
misso single thing.

2BR house on 2 acres
with barn Taylor Store
Rd. References No
pets $400 + deposit, or
will sell $58.000. 4354226

,-

Call Classified
Advertising at

Its ?hot time of yeor, and

For Rent

registered Belted
ialloways
(Oreo
ows) One bull. 3
-ows,4 calves. Want to
jo back to farm Call
53-8848 before 9PM

This space
could be yours
for $75
per month!

David's Cleaning
Services

ANDRUS Excavating
•Cortified septic
installation
.Custom dozer
backhoe service
•PondS
•Onveways
.Insured
753-9503, 978-0343

Calloway County Health Cente
Murray Calloway County
Hospital
Stuart Poston Health &
Wellness Center

a

COMICS/FEATURES

Murray Ledger tit limes

LookingBack
10 years ago
Calloway County received a
little more than 6 inches of snow
today. Published is a picture of
1110(0fIstS struggling through a snow
covered 12th Street on Jan. 6 as
a winter storm hit the area with
snow. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Lady Tigers won 50-40
over Murray Tigers won 8-0-61
over Fulton County Pilots; and
Calloway Lady Lakers lost 50-40
to Mayfield Cardinals. High scorers were Stacy Thomas and Albert
Byrd for Murray and Stephanie
Holland for Calloway.
20 years ago
Published are pictures and a
story about the destruction of grave
stones at Lassiter Cemetery on
Forest Road in Calloway County.
The story and pictures were by
Staff Writer and Photographer Laurie Brumley.
Births reported include a boy
to Stephen and Cindy Bailey, Jan.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Jo
Crass being sworn as the new
clerk for the City of Murray by
Mayor John Ed Scott. She replaces
Stanford Andrus who is retiring
after 16 years of service to the
City.

Calloway County High School
Lakers won 85-72 over Ballard
County in a basketball game at
Jeffrey gym. Tommy Futrell was
high scorer for the Lakers.
40 years ago
R.L. Cooper, administrator of
Calloway County Health Department, said there are quite a number of cases of red measles and
chicken pox have been reported
in Murray and Calloway County.
Anita Flynn was crowned "Miss
Rainbow of 1966" at a meeting

of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls held at
the Masonic Hall.
50 years ago
J.E. Stanford, public relations
director of Kentucky Farm Bureau,
was the speaker at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
New Concord Redbirds won
70-67 over Brewers Redmen in a
high school basketball game. High
team scorers were Charles Lamb
for the Redbirds and Harold
Wilkins for the Redmen.
60 years ago
Claude Miller has accepted the
chairmanship; of the Infantile
Paralysis Fund Drive to be promoted in this county and all over
the nation the week of Jan. 14.
Tire rationing ended at 12:01
a.m. on Jan. 1 after being observed
through part of the time of World
War II.
The new restroom at the Calloway County Courthouse has
opened, according to County Judge
C.A. Hale. This new facility was
sponsored by the Calloway County Fiscal Court and the Calloway
County Homemakers.
Marriages announced include
Eris Marie Cope to Joe Benton
Carter, Dec. 17; Virginia lrvan to
Harvey Dixon, Dec. 23: Ann Elizabeth Cope to Joe Carter Wilson
and Jeane Tucker to Joseph D.
West, Dec. 25; Anna Jean Gibbs
to Pfc. Samuel Jones, Dec. 26;
Martha Nell Myers to Thomas C.
Scruggs, Dec. 27.
Elected as new officers of Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and
Accepted Masons were Fred Workman, Joe Walker, Marvin Page,
Zelna Carter, ha Douglas, Cleatus Ward, Glyco Wells, George
Farmer. Milburn Holland. Lloyd
McKee! and Rev. C.A. Riggs.

Jobless dad has nothing
but harsh words for family
DEAR ABBY: I have been
with "Jack" for three years.
When we started out. I fell head
over heels in love with him.
Then he lost his job and his personality changed. He was at
home with
the kids and
I
worked,
but
he
became really resentful
and cranky
about
my
working. He
stays in a
bad
mood
and loses his
temper over
By Abigail
the least litVan Buren
tle thing. He
always apologizes, but the pattern never changes.
It has been almost three years
since he worked a steady job. If
he found one he didn't like, he
would call in sick or go in late.
If our children get sick, he
accuses me of putting my job
first. Abby, I get him everything
he wants. When he mentions
something that he likes, I make
sure he gets it. I have always put
my children and him before
myself.
He says he's always in a bad
mood because he's always in the
house. I'm tired of being yelled
at every day. I'm also tired of his
verbally abusing the children.
They are more surprised not to
get yelled at than when they do.
We have been married a year
and a half. He curses at me at
the drop of a hat. He's never

Dear Abby

TOdaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday. Jan. 7, the
seventh day of 2006. There are
358 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 7, 1789, the first U.S.
presidential election was held.
Americans voted for electors who,
a month later, chose George Washington to be the nation's first president.
On this date:
•
In 1610, Galileo Galilei sight-

ed four of Jupiter's moons.
In 1927,- commercial transAtlantic telephone service was
inaugurated between New York
and London.
In 1953, President Truman
announced in his State of the
Union address that the United
States had developed a hydrogen
bomb.
In 1955. singer Marian Anderson made her debut with the Metropolitan Opera in Verdi's "Un

Saturday, January 7, 2406 • SB

Ballo in Maschera."
In 1955. the opening of the
Canadian Parliament in Ottawa
was televised for the first time.
In 1972, Lew is F. Powell Jr.
and William H. Rehnquist were
sworn in as the 99th and 100th
members of the U.S. Supreme
Court.
In 1989, Emperor Hirohito of
Japan died in Tokyo at age 87;
he was succeeded by his son.
Crown Prince Akihito.

physical -- just verbal.
I have never told this to anyone other than you. If I say anything to him, he gets angry and
asks if I want him to leave. Can
you help me? -- HURT IN
MICHIGAN
DEAR HURT: Your husband
may be clinically depressed, or
he may simply be a lazy, verbal
abuser. The quickest way to find
out what's ailing him would be
to get him to see a doctor for a
physical examination and a
frank talk. If his problem is
depression, he can be helped
back to a more productive and
happier life through medication
and therapy.
However, if it turns out that
your husband is just a freeloader
who exerts control by constantly putting down the people
around him, you will have to
ask yourself some hard questions. First on your list should
be, "Are my children and I better off with him or without
him?"
MOO

I have cold
hands. Because of a medical
condition, my hands are either
icy from cranked-up air conditioning in the summer or from
freezing temperatures in the
winter. I hate shaking hands
with people because it's like
asking them to hold a block of
ice.
Should I say something as I'm
shaking hands, or should I avoid
bringing attention to it and comment only if the other person
says something? If its the latter,
would, "I have a medical condition" suffice'? Thanks for your
help. -- ICE PRINCESS IN
THE MIDWEST
DEAR ICE PRINCESS: If
someone mentions your cold
hands, explaining that you have
a medical condition is an honest
and
acceptable
response.
Alternatively, you could smile
and say, "Yes ... it means I have
a warm heart."
PS: In the summer. I would
think that shaking hands with
someone whose hands are cold
would be refreshing!
DEAR ABBY:
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DEAR ABBY: My wife and 1
have-been together for 19 years.
From day one, her paycheck has
been spent on the streets. She is
never home. Her idea of a good
time is to party at nightclubs
with her girlfriends. We have
two kids, 12 and IS. and sometimes I feel like she doesn't love
any of us.
I have caught her cheating
three times. For 19 years, I have
sat back and taken it. Well, I'm
sick of it. Please tell me what to
do. -- TIRED OF .BEING
ALONE, NEWBERRY,S.C.
DEAR TIRED: Draw the
line. If your wife isn't willing to
behave like one, end the marriage. However, when you do,
make sure that you have custody of the children. You have
all suffered enough.

Can lying be
a kindness?
DEAR DR. 6-OTT: Regard
mg the doctor who *foie about
"an elderly patient of mine in a
nursing home,- dues this man
have
an
of
Ounce
compassion.
common
sense Of even
a heart'What
is the matter
with him"
He states
that
es ery
time he sees
this patient.
the
man
makes
the
By
same
proDr. Peter Gott nouncement.
-This is only.
temporary. I'm just here for a
week or two.") The man smiles
and looks questioningly for reassurance. This cold, cold man then
replies, -I'm sorry, sir, but this
is where you're living now." And
every time they have this discussion, "his disappointment is palpable, his hopelessness more pronounced." And he has been doing
this incredibly cruel thing to him
for over three years.
If this man doesn't remember
events from one minute to the
next, what possible reason does
the doctor have to destroy any
peace this patient might have?
Can he not understand that just
by agreeing with him he will
make the remainder of the patient's
time on earth easier and, yes, maybe
even happier'
DEAR READER: Several
readers have suggested that lying
to a demented nursing-home patient
is appropriate. And I endorse this
strategy, provided other avenues
have been explored, such as telling
the truth.
Sometimes, professionals and
family members have to make a
real effort to priontize their rear-

Dr. Gott

tions to serniusly ill or Jemmied patients Although 1 doe'l
endorse hiring yonsistentls Joao,Cat 111 111), dealings with delineated patients. sometimes I suspend
the rides And tell a fib, suit as
"you'll he going borne sowEven though this is not a possibility. it might lead to a brief
smile and some also brief. relief
or tension and sadness
Thrfeiorr, I am printing your
letter because I agree with your
general position. and I hope sour
view will help stimulate more discussion about the topic of send
it!, and how hest to handle and
support demented patients who
Ilse out their lives in a chronic
gloom Ito he differentiated from
depression) for %bah tamil) input
and selected medications MY often
appropriate•
We owe this to our patients
if, for no other reason, we can
realize that those of us over 60
might be in the same category
before too long. St), while we
need others, we may unintentionally help ourselves.
As always, I welcome letters
regarding the difficult subject of
dementia
To give you related information. I am sending you a cops of
my Health Report "Alzheimer's
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped enselope
and S2 to Newsletter. P() Box
167, Wickliffe. OH 44092 Be
sure to mention the title
Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of the
new book -Live Longer, Use Better" i Quill Driver
Books,
vi w.q uilldri erbooks.tom: I *tM)-605.7176i.
Copyright 2006, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
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Looking Seven Tricks Ahead
South dealer.
Both sides v ulnerable
NORTH
•A 9 8 4
lIPQ
•K 9 5
4.9 6 2
WEST
EAST
+65
•Q .1 7 3
VAK.1932
VIO 8 6
+74
•8 2
+I 8 4
41)Q 10 5 3
SOUTH
+K 102
V5 4
•AQJ 106 3
•A K
The bidding
South
Nest
North East
I•
I.
1+
Pass
Pass
3•
4•
Pass
4
Pass
5•
Opening lead
king of hearts.

tricks but onc
in this case, a spade
loser. However, the fact that
have all the tricks but one should nng
a bell --- it should tell you there is the
possibilits of a squeeze
You can't be sure the squeeze will
succeed, since it depends on how the
adverse cards are divided, but it costs
nothing to try What you hope is that
the defender who has most of the
clubs also has most of the spades In
that case, the squeeze will work
because that defender will be unable
to keep both suits guarded.
Accordingly. you cash the A-Q of
diamonds and king of clubs and enter
dummy with a diamond in order to
ruff a club. You then cash another
trump to bring about this position
North
ei A 4
•9

Assume you're declarer in five
diamonds and that West cashes two
heart tricks before shifting to a low
club. After taking the ace, how
would you continue'
The situation is no doebt similar
to many you've encountered before.
There you are with all the rest of the
C:00e,

west
4.65
•J9

East
•Q

South
•K
•10
Now you lead your last trump,
discarding a spade from dummy, and
East cannot present you from winning the rest of the tricks

faun,Syndxst,

O.*
I.

BeA"
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1 Jeans go-with
4 Minolta rival
9 '- TIC"
12 1040 org
13 Pack animal
14 Sandy's reply
15 Thick tog12 rods.)
17 Drove away
19 Workout venue
20 Lemon candy
21 Scholarly org
24 Geisha's
goodbye
28 North Woods
roamer
30 Lawn wetters
31 Doubtful
answer
32 Tie holder
33 Forest cleanng
35'Harmless lie
38 Plural indicator
37 Fly the 38 Thick-skinned
mammal
40 Defy gravity
43 Brunch fare
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44 Merit
45 - - step
further
47 Vietnam's
capital
49 Envied

53 Cuesion staler
54 Tough question
56 Above

to Tennyson
57 Orange veggie
58 Flattens a Sy
59 Wield as oars
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2 Sooner than
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4 Jade
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16 Some MCOs
18 Many centuries
20 Did a salon lob
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Close relative
25 Make tit
26 Wishing trOone
27 Pulpits
29 Self-guided
lours/(2 wds
34 Temporary gel
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49 Youth org
50 DC moats
51 Long ash

Cheek
Aloe

52 Not very
interesting
55 Ouch'
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TV Listings Monday,January 9,2006

TV Listings Sunday,Tanuary 8,
SUNDAY MORNING
WKRII-AIC
ISILAIK
WSIIVABC
IIIVF-C116

i (

6:30

WP904111C 6 6 6 6 Wig SI

WI-

7 Pig
Paid
Will"ABC 7 7
W11-PBS 8 II
Cada* CIIII Pup
Kesi-For 9 9 2 3 House Uv Hope
wOTV-URI 10 1711 30 Peg
Paid
KRS-OIS 12 12 12 12 Biliiitest Show
WON

MTV

LIFE
USA
AMC

Paid

Fox NFL Sunday

won-uPti 10 17 11 30 Paid

TeMtub Wed

Arm-

Ogren

Fox NewsSunday In TouchI

Braided Show

Bi-

Lade BIN Biwa-

CBS NewsSunday Morning Nation

Floyd

Paid

1763 28
Frederick Price
R.
In
imUell-PBS 21 21 5 11 Thomas Cliff Pup Sesame StreetI
KA.W9 22 16 10
Paid
Chapel In
Liberty:
ESPN
24 3626 8 SportsC.enter X NFL
NFL

TNT
TLc

To Be Announced

Couch

IPaid

Gadgt-

Realty

Ude Bil BlaseBaptist Church

Catholic Mass

Gadgt-

Gadgt-

Oilmen

Lie

Paid

Merle

Horne Videos

Paid

Paid

H1611-

NNW-

Chang

Jewish

Striae-

Never- Mims TWilion

Barney Web* Dragon Zoboo

Segura

Aithur

CornerstoneI
Wild

Euro-

Com-

Reel Life Paid

Paid
Raceline T. Smith Paid
Paid
Report- SportsC- Sunday NFL Countdown (Live)X
25 30 25
Fishing Fishing Walkers Fishing Offshore SpenFly Fishing
Auto
Car
ATPA
ATPA
26 49 27 24 My Own My Own My Own My Ow Next
Next
Next
ChalChidChiMade In Stereo)
—,
218 27 39 14Ili* Ebalthbodr *Mr we% llizod Woor(20(2)COM Eagwood. Mei****'MgtOints-OMNIChi Eaehe008
29 41 41
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Trading Spaces _ighile You Out
Miami Ink
Miami Ink 4
30 52 31 31 Paid
Paid
Will
Will
Robwl Schuher
Paid
Paid
Mode: Tying to Dance"(2000,Drama)
,
32 51 49 5 Paid fold
Paid
1Paild
Moir **h 79ageliPear(110/71111 PGA Tour SunditylCoech Law Cl
SportsC- Lines

Paid
KFYS-CEIS 12 12 t2-12 Smokiest Show

The Early Shoal (In Stereo) X

WGN

Hap

16 38•10 Chang- BeanINSP
17 89 28
Truitt. &ad
IIIKM0-PBS 21 21 5 11 Shrinks Arthur

TNT
TLC
LIFE
LISA

Stew 80110 Gine-Fer) iie24(In &stoo(' **Yr teenon Me"

A&E

NICK
HMV

43 36418

SPIKE

COURT

44 33 30 23 Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Stooges Stooges Blind
limp- Hisao- Muscle Xtreme Trucks!
52 26 21 13 Movie:** -Pay tt Foment'(2000. Drama)X
Movie: *** "Unfailhlif420W)Richard Gera.I 'Sugar &Spice X
65 32 50 Ed,Edd Arni
Cartoon's-Hits
Coden- Junigh Foster Lad°
Grim
Grim
Titans Juniper
66 61
Rid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
NYPD Blue X
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid

BET

67 39

WTBS
TOON

Plants

House

Room

Before

(5:00) BET Morning Inspiration
(5 001 CUT Music

HBO

_.
70 34
MI 71 51

MAX

165 72 54

Movie

SHOW

lte 73 52

DISH

78 31 57

11016
Koala

FLIX

705

I1602

652

CIITY

House

Movie Revenge

Dream

Spaces Land-

Bobby Jones

Video Gospel

ilrtside the NFL 1C Red Sports 1r
': -Vanity Fair(2004, Drama)130-13

AMC

Spider

WITCH

Full Hee. Full Hie.

FAM

Phan-

Avatar

Robot

Chalk-

NICK

Land-

Yard

Curb

Outer

HGTV

lift Every Voice
Insider

BET News

Top 20 Countdown

NYPD Blue I

ER (in Stereo X
MN-

ER (In Stereo X

NYPD Blue

Baby

SPIKE
WTBS
TOON

6$ 32 50

i5 30) Ticlde U

COURT

66 61

Paid

BET

67 39

CfiTV

70 34

(5 00) BET Morning Inspiration
5 Ix' COAT Music

Paid

Ran9ers Rangers The 700 Club X
Go
SPee9e Sponge Dora
uvall
Room Quits Duvall

Dora

Room

Room

Country Design- Clever

Paid

Paid

Saved-

SavedTitans

Deep Space 9
Police Videos
Stooges Stooges MacGyver I
Dawson's Creek X Movie:it "Troop Bever*l"(1969) Becker TBecker
Ed, Edd Coder). Grim
Cartoon Movie: "Scooby-Doo on Zombie Island"

Paid

Paid

Open Court

doyens doyens Jamie F. IJamie F 106 & Pwk: Top 10 Live

Movie Marry

Movie: ** 'Clambake"(1967) Movie: *** "The Owl and the Pussycat" Movie:*U.,"The First Time"

FLIX

705

Movie TRosa

Movie:**1'i "in Me Mood"(1987) X

11902

S52

I Whis-

Movie:** "Alexander"(2004)Cain Farrel.(In Stereo) A'I

A- CHARTER.B- MURRAY ELECTRIC. C- MEDIACOM,D- GALAXY'

MovM: mir* "The Pale),olthe Opera'0:104) X Are You Lonesome Totter Real Sports X

Break- illiggly rEinJcsio "Dood- Charlie Wiggles Koala IMoyie: "Hercules"(1997)*G' ElnMovie Adventures ]Movie:*** larabbes"(1962) Anthony Qum. X THow to Stuff a Wild Biwa" Movie: cc Vilna"
'Movie:*IA lingelineis Apar(2006)
Movie [Movie:* lip Close & Personal'(1596)'P6-13' iTracey Ullman

MONDAY AFTERNOON

A- CHARTER. B- MURRAY ELECTRIC,C- MED1ACOM. D- GAIAX‘'

12:00 12:30 1:00
1:30 I 2:00 I 2:30 . 3:00 j 3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00 I 5:30 f 6:00 I 6:30
WKRIi-ABC Paid
Wall St HorneTeem
Year in Sports
Home Videos
Paid
Living-Diabetes News
Paid
VISIL-ABC -Ilasket- Paid
Paid
Paid
News X ABC
Home Videos
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
WS1h-N8C Paid
AOHA Champ.
Renewal iKids Like Me
PGA
Preview News NBC
Dateline NBC If
Paid
Paid

12:00 I 12:30 1:00 I 1:30
2:00 , 2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
WKAN-ABC All My Children X One Lite to Live General Hospital Judge J.(Judge J News News
WSL-ABC IA My Children X One Lill to Live General Hospital Tyra Banks Show Montin Williams

WTil-C8S Paid
WPSO-NBC Paid

WhIF-CIS Y & R Talk of the Town Bold
P50-NBC Days of our Lives Passions X

Paid

NFL Football AFC Wiidcard -- Teams TBA (Live)X

AOHA Champ.

PGA

Preview News X NBC

),60 Min

Dateline NBC X

W9I3J-A8C

wuri-Nec News

News

Passions X

Guiding Light X

As World Turns

INSP

Turning Church Mis-

INSP

Garden Keep Up Summer

51WU-P35 Right Right
WDKA-W8 My Wife Drew
ESPN SportsCenter

WKM11-PBTForeign Con-

Journal Ken-

WD4.A-W8

My Wile Bernie

,
ESPN

King

King

PBA Bowling

ESPN2

ATPA

MTV

Made On Stereo)

TNT

ATPA

Word

Jakes

Frazier Family

No-

Natu-

Kan-

Coral Ridge Hour Rug

Ky Life This Old Hous

Work-

What I Twins
Charmed a
Just
Just
Drew
Paid
Goff: Long Once
Billiards
Billiards
Billiards
Reed Trip
Women's College Basketball
Series-Poker
Series-Poker

PGA Golf itive) X

Made In Stereo)

True Life

Room

Room

Cribs

Cribs

Barkers Chal-

Chal-

iChal-

Law & Order X

Unit & Order X
Miami Ink 4.

Law & Order X
Miami Ink X

Reba X Reba X
Series-Poker

TLC
LIFE

Movie: se* 'The BabyDates"(1998) Movie: "The Stranger I Married'(2005) Moyle: ten 'LoveLessons (2000)X Movie: "28 Days'

LIFE

USA

USA

{Miami Ink X

Invite

Inspire- His-

Reading Lions
Jerry Senti9er
NFL

Mass

Zoom

Post-

Feud

Feud

1st & 10 NFL

NFL

ESPf42 (1100)Cold Pim Madden Madden
Cribs Cribs Cribs ChalTNT
Judging Amy X Law & Order It
TLC
Younger Baby
Baby
Baby

Movie'***'4 Tlear(10116,OM*AlPicea IN
Miami Mk It
Miami Ink it
MiamiIN X

Law & Order A.
Miami Ink ::-.-

Life Tod Your

5:30
ABC

6:00 , 6.30
News Fortune
News X Enter.

News X ABC
NBC

Billiards
Chal-

TRL

Law & Order
Clean Sweep X

Bed

Mays

Post-

News
News X Fortune
News

Fortune

Arthur

Zoom tt News-Lehrer

Fear Factor X

70s

Malcolm King Hilt Simp-

Enter- 1Yes

Yes

Ray-

Holly-

Oprah Winfrey X NewsI News
Moesha Marsha Home

Mizzou

News X REYHome Videos

Horne

Discos- Steeiroots

Mis-

Inspire- liagee
BusiCyber- Maya
Clifford Dragon GED
ER 1-irt and Run' 8 Rules 8 Rules My Wile Bernie
Burning Horn
NFL
Inter- SportsCanter X

Cerullo

Home 'Griffith
Basketball

Series-Poker
Frankly
Series-Poker
Made In Stereo) Next N) My Own Room
Alias In Stereol Charmed X
Channed X
Mar1tsaIN4.
Trading Spaces While You Out
i

Wm,Basketball
Cribs

'Cribs

Lzw & Order a
4—
Saving Face

Unsolved Myst Movie: **17 "Love Lessons*(2000)X Design- Des
Nanny Nanny Golden Golden A Father's Choice
(f1:00) Movie:*** "Backdralr )1991 Movie: ***V: "Casino"(1995, Drama)Robert De Him, Sharon Slone. X
Law & Order: SVU

AMC
A&E

JFlOrlergirls X
Movie Lean on Me E

FAM

Movie:** Or. Dolittle"(1998)

FAM

NICK

FullHse Movie: -Casper Meets Wendy"(1998) MoVle:*-eii "(arate Kid 11 )1986, Acdon) X
Rack
NickNickNickCats- 1NickNickNickNickNick-

(1045) Movie: 'Thunderbolt' Movie: cc*St The Sza,Who Loved Me"(1977) Movie. ixtr% "A View to a Kir 11985) Roger Moore.'PG'It
Cold Case Files 24 in Stereol
24 (In Stereo) X 24)/n Stereo)
24 Hn Stereo) X Rollergiris
Cold Case Files
Family Family EleY
Boy
Funks. FullHee Ground- Ground- Gilmore Girls w 7th Heaven X
SmeNvide

Amanda Drake

Drake & Josh X

NICK

Go

HGTV

Want

Offbeat , Reno-

Re-

HGTV
SPIKE

Decorat- Sens"
Deep Space 9

WTBS

Cosby

TOON

Tom

Kitchen iHome

Sell

Design- Design Week-

j Move

Design 'Sell

Sell

Flip This House

Design- In Attic Pet Pads

24i In Stereo) X

I House

t
SPIKE :Real TV Stunts Go Bad
Stunts Go Bad
WTBS Movie Movie: **':. "Serenty"(2001) X

Movie: **"Volcano"(1997)(In Slew) Ikivle: ree'r "Blade Runner'(1962)(In Stereo)
Mode: ***)-, 'Sleepless in Seattle"11993) X Movie: "Save the Last Dave"(2001)

T_OON

Ami

Foster ,Foster

Foster

Foster 1{Foster

(Cartoon's-Hlts

Poke-

Poke-

Yu-Gi-

Yu Gi

Foster 'Lazio

AMC
A&E

Lazy-

SPon9e spono 817009e Steen I spooge Drake
Mission Design Design Deakin- House DeClever LandStar Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen.
Maximum Exp,
Rugrats Robot

Harvey Harvey Drew
!Crypt° Dexter Power- Foster
Cosby

Drew

Yes

Totally Titans

Yes

Home

One

Oddpar- Neutron

Week-

Curb

ev

Police Videos

House

CSI: Crime Scn

Home

Seinfeld Seinfeld Ray-

Ray-

Lyoko

Coden- Ed,Edd Foster

Grim

Nancy Grace: Closing Arguments

Catherine Crier

Fcren-

Music

The Road Show

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

CAITV

Country nsider 1CMT Music
Cowboy U
Dukes ol Hazzard
Movie: 'Milton Dada,Baby"(2004)i Movie: *1'i "Frozen Assets"(1992) X Movie:*** "Contact"(1997)Jodie Foster PG' Phantom
Movie: ** "50 Fist Dates"(2004)3t Movie:**** -Manic"(1997) Leonardo DiCapne. `P6-13' Moat ir* ',Mien vs. Predator')2004)

DISN

Movie: "Recess: Schours Out"(2001) Suite

D1SN

Movie Movie:* a "Dattcly Taper SHO Me Moyle: lee With Aferray"
Higgly IJoJo
Phil
Phil
Phil
Mouse I Lilo
Phil

FLI

Moat:'The Magnificent Seven Rider Movie: saw "Crusce"(1988) Movie: tiambate"(1967) ** "Highlander The Final Dimension"
*Air.*** "The Associate"(1996)X Do You Believe Movie:** 'Lead City"(1997)PG-13' Movie: '1 Heart Huckabees"(2111041'R'

FLIX

Movie: cc Wuxi

11802

Movie

111302

•Raven

Lizzie

Even

Phil

'Raven

%- CILtRTER.B- hll'RRAN' ELECTRIC.

SUNDAY EVENING

Care Bears: Big Wish Movie I Emil-

'- MEDI tcoNt. D r; t I. tir 1

7:00 1 7:30
WKRN-ABC Makeover: Home
WSIL-ABC Makeover Home

8:00 I 8:30
Housewives

9:00 I 9:30 I 10:00 , 10:30 11:00 1 11:30 12:00 I 12:30
Grey's Anatomy W News
Sports ER 'Ambush' X
Extra (In Stereo) X

Housewives

Grey's Anatomy "li.

WSMV-NBC The West Wing .4..

Law Order: Cl

WTI/F-CBS Cold Case '3 Years
WPSD-NBC The West Wmg X
W88J-ABC Makeover: Nome

Crossing Jordan X
CSI: NY "The Closer' CS1: Miami 5
Crossing Jordan it
Law Order Cl
Housewives
Grey's Anatomy a

NewsI Seinfeld

CSI: Crime Scn

Ent, Tonight

News

Paid

Sports

Sports

Paid

News X Sports

CSI: Crime Scn

News1

Homes

News

±

Alias "0 & A' X

Gardens The Entertainers

CSI: Crime Scn

WNPT-PBS Nature (lit Stereo) X Masterpiece Theatre X
ir TBA
Business Tartan TV T. Smiley Journal
SemFamily
Amer Dad 70s Show 70s Show Paid
Paid
Sex &
Seal
Wet

KBS1-Fox

1-

News

24 (in Stereoi X
Nature In Stereo) X
Will
Will

MAX

INSP

In Touch I
WKIIIII-PBS Time
Served

King Is

Van knee P. Stone Op. Smile Church

Voice

To Be Announced

Sex &

Becker 4 Maximum Exposure Arena Paintball
Fellow-

Keys

Midnight

America _!teligion Bookclub Dragon
Star Trek: Enterprise Alias"0 & A" X.

China

Scully
Girt-

WDKA-W8 Chemed (In Stereo) Supernatural "Home. Smailvide 'Visage'
NFL
i SportsCenter a
PGA Golf: Mercedes ChanKeonships

ESPN

Love

NFL

Game-

ESPR2

Series-Poker

MTV

True Ws(In Stereo) Chat-

TNT

Movie:see "Rememberthe Titans"(2000 Drama)X Movie: et* "Remember the Titans"(2000,Drama)X
Miami Ink &
Miami Ink ' Hawao ' a Sports Disasters 4 Miami Ink X
Miami Ink "ii"
Movie: *sr 28 Days Strong Medicine R Missing :Ni x
Missing (Pan 1 ot 2) Strong Medicine a-

TLC
LIFE
hUSA
AMC
Ale
FAM
'HICK
HGTV
'SPIKE

rWTBS

Series-Poker
Chef-

World-Poker
- Barters iRoom
Room

Girl-

SHOW
DISH
FLIX
11802

Home Videos

Wm Basketball

NFL's Greatest Game

Next

Chal-

Rezoned if Walls

'Rose-

Rose- '
Cosby

Movie: "True Crime
Miami Ink . Hawaii" .X
Strong medicine x

Renovate Buy Me

Kitchen

Rote-

Designed Designed Want

Rezoned

'Next

1Cliel-

Lirw 8 Order Sects" Trial by Jury
Stories of ER

FAM
NICK

News

Late Show

Becker X Home Videos

College Basketball Gonzaga at Santa Clara

My Own INext

Room

Law & Order x-

Without a Trace X

The it-Files

The X-Files 5

Being Tern

Trauma: Life

Stories of ER

Being Terri

Movie: art "You Only um Nee"(1967)
Rollergirls NI)

Angelo'
%Welters

Movie: *we "Heartaches"(1981) 200 Mk*
!Movie: yea -The Plantar or The Opera"120041 'PG-13''Taxicab ConfesiionsIlkivie: a** "Menace a Society" Movie: "If'S the RAW

Cartoon

Nanny

Division

Moat "Jade"(1995)

"The Alan kWh Ma Golden Gun"
Intervention :X

Wildfire 4

Paid
Fresh Pr. •Fresh Pr, Rose"

Paid

RoseExtreme House

TNA IMPACT!

Real

Tv

Blind

(20a3)(PA)I
Futurame

Power-Justice

Movie

HBO

(630)Malt "The Phantom o the Opera"' Moe* **** NOM Daly Baty(MK2 Real Sports X
adz WM
lair ***h "Sidreemar(2004) WI
Movie: *** "True Romance (1993) Christian Sister. X Emmanuelle in Space

RIX
11802

Movie Perfect World The L Word i

Petters

Evidence Evidence Beech
Beech
North' North
Parker, In Color In Color Jamie F. Janie F. Comicviewr.
Cowboy U
Southern Rock

40 Greatest Men of Country Music

4SHOW
01511

"A

Law & Order: SVU

ClifTV

Masters of Hormel

Dragon

Ed, Edd

Golden

Bin

BET

MAX

'Maggie

North

Golden

'Beni

Cash
WOW ittit

Ami Yumi rosier

Purged

Rip This House w

Gilmore Girls X
Whose? Whose? The 700 Dub X
WIkX1re IN) X
Sponge Zoey 101 Full Has. Fresh Pr. RoseRoseRoseCosby

Coders-

Paid

SportsCenter Live)

There

Flip This House w

intervention

Friends

De Vinci's Inquest a

Paid

UFC Unleashed

MO* re Nerd HuriMd"(1992) Hotel Eric
Lite

Late Late Show

NFL's Greatest Gains I
Chia-

Movie: ***': "The Shairshank Redemplion"(1994)Tim Robbins. Movie:*int*/ -The Shawshank Redemption" 1994) Tim Roberts
Movie:**2'Leg*Blonde'(209I
OWL 'Sugar8 Spice"(2301)AC,
Exassa

Movir. +411 'The Hard Way"(OM)Tf X
Movie:**') 'Saw"(2004)Gary Eines.'Ft X The LMord (N II IN L Ward X
So Raven
Movie: "The Roam'Wizard ol Oz"(2005) Suite Life 'Naturally"Phil
Movie: *it* ''Tlw Pince ci Tkke"0991)TY _Movie:'The Owlend Ow Pussycat"(1970)1

Blind

InspireFeed
PC World Charlie Rose(N)X

Moat ** i legallySonde"(20011 X

Movie- *** "Sling Blade'(1996)'R'

Cheaters

Sex &

Movie:**** Golding"'(1964)'GP X

Beech

f•

s•

t

Paid

Blind

WGN News it Nine

House

COURT

hi
Ii .

Last CM

Becker(K Bernie

CSI: Mem (NiX

Will
Movie Fathers Choice VW* "For Me Love r a Chif(2006)I
Law Order Cl
VAVE Monday Night Raw In Stereo Live) X Law Order Cl

Movie: 'IS Minutes"

Fresh Pr. Fresh Pr, Rose-

Credit

NFL Live

My Own

Full Has. 'Fresh Pr. Rose-

Frasier X King

Opralt Winhey X

The 11th Annual Critics' Choice Awards IC Judge J. !Judge J

World-Poker

Law & Order: SVU

Raven I Raven

Late Night

Your Day
Brkthrgh ISchambWKMU-PBS Kentucky Tonight (K Frondine Country Boys' N)

Wortd-Polwr

Movie:*** -Dr. No"(19631 Sean Connery. Movie: **'.7'A View0a Kill" i 1985, Adverbial)Roger Moore.'PG' Movie: Voonraker"
The First 48 a
Intervention ,I,C 4 CV: Miami tt
24 (In Stereo)X
The Rest 48IC
Videos -IVideos J. Osteen Feed
Movie:*** latman")1989. Adventure) Michael Keaton.I
Zola
Paid
Designed Designed Want

How I Met Two Men

Home Videos

Room

Law & Order: SVU

Phil

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld Selo/old
Serried Scully
America Frontline X

INSP

24(In Stereo i X

Zoey 101 Romeo!

Friends

All of

Tonight Show

Festbreak SportsCtr

TuON ' Coder- Ed Edd Grim
Sunday Airier Dad Family
Boon- !Chicken Squidblil Perfect Ranger Tom
)
COURT
Cops X Cops X Cops it Cops .4
Cope X Cops X Cops:4 Cops.. Cope(K Cope X Trace Evidence
BET
Inspire(4:30) BET,Weekend Ineoirgion
,
CMTV
Ni the Moment
Cowboy U
Countdown
CMA
Awards
Insider
Top
20
_—
HBO
Deadwood X
allAle A* "Alexander"(2004, Hit:laical Drama)Coin Farrell. W 111
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